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A REDUCED DEBT
AND

Some Changed Designations
of the Towns In Earlier Says That Moran’s Road Building Plan Would Leave Deficit
Of $5,557,660 To Be Met By Taxation
Days
____

The Rockland Oazette was established
nf Thp rnnrier-Gazette-—
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab-1 Kcltor 01 Ine Courier-uazeue.—
I have received a number of let
Ilshtd and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established ters regarding the articles I have
in 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
itt n about the town of Honp from
the Tribune. These papers consolidated wnuen aDoul tne town OI nope, irom
March 17, 1897.
people who went from here many

DRESSES

Volume 85................ Number 1 56

THREE CENTS A COPY

SENATOR DWINAL COMES BACK

ON NAMING HOPE

Tuesday
Issue 1

REDUCED TAXES
Commissioners Are Able To Make Fine Showing For Knox

County—Bridges Alone Responsible For Debt
(Address Delivered Before the Cam be possible for them to complete at
den Rotary Club Today by Z. M. least one-half of the remainder of
the program in one year. The
Dwinal).
money which is now expected to be
The county commissioners and pared with $51,000 in each of the past
I have proposed certain legisla available in 1931 will enable the
tion for the consideration of the in- State of Maine to utilize only ap- other county officials were busy tak two years.
The annual report of County
coming legislature, designed to make I proximately $1,250,000 of Federal ing account of stock at tne Court
Treasurer E. C. Dow, shows total
possible the speeding up of State Aid funds. There will be available
highway construction, which has to us from that source in 1931 a House yesterday, and the taxpayers receipts of $73,066.29 and total dis
been criticised recently in an ad- maximum limit of $2,600,000.
1 are sure to be pleased with their bursements of $53,130.28, leaving a
In other words the Federal govern
dress before a service club at Rock
land by the author of a different ment will help us to the extent of | finding, which shows a reduction of cash balance of $19,936.01.
Appended to the county reports is
$13,266.70 in the county debt the oast
this brief but highly satisfactory
1 year, and a reduction in the county
statement:
lax for each of the next two years.
The county commissioners respect
The county's liabilities are $76,000, fully call your attention to the finanas represented by the necessary bridge 1 cial standing of your county. Dur
bond issue of $50 500, and the equally ing the year 1930 the net county debt
necessary Thomaston-South Warren ' has been reduced $13,266.70. The net
debt is now less than the bonded debt
bridge loan of $25,500. The total for bridges. The county tax for 1931
assets are $27,154.17, representing the and 1932 has been reduced. This ls
unpaid taxes of five towns, plus the j the second reduction within two
cash on hand amounting to $19336.01. years. The total reduction of taxes
This leaves the net debt $48,845.83 as during this period is 7*4 percent.
compared with a net debt of Under the present method of
| $62,111.53 in 1929.
financing and management the coun
The county commissioners and court ty debt will soon be eliminated.”
judges approved bins amounting to
The annual report of Sheriff
$23,489.99, the principal items being: Frank F. Harding for the period end
Superior Court, $7689; Police Court, ing Nov. 30 shows that 82 commit
$2576; Sheriff’s bills, $3340; care of ments have been made to tlie county
prisoners. $2909; maintenance and jail, intoxication being responsible
repair of jail, $1853; maintenance this time for less than one-third.
and repair of Court House, $1392; Fifty-one of the commitments were
maintenance of county offices, $2784; from Rockland Municipal Court and
The estimated county tax for 1931 19 from Lincoln County Municipal
and 1932, each, is $49,000, as com Court.

years ago. It seems to make little
$a difference how far away they may
••• go. The Courier-Gazette follows on.
There ls no wisdom like frankI have at hand a letter from my
•— ness.—Disraeli.
•••
Harry C. Pease, a native of
•«.
*•• friend
I* ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••« ••• ••• $a Appleton, now of El Segundo, Cali
fornia. He writes in part:
"I read your article in The Cou
ON AVIATION CHART rier-Gazette in regard to the naming
of the town of Hope, which was cer
The Hydrographic Office Is tainly interesting. Two years ago
when I was in Boston I visited the
Thankful For Wincapaw's State House in search of informa
•
$15
tion. in the course of which I ran
Cooperation
across the original petition of sev
eral residents of Barrettstown, ask
Again has the Curtiss-Wright Fly ing to be incorporated as a town
ing Service put Rockland, Maine, under the name of ‘Walter Perry.'
on the map. Captain William K. This petition, which was denied but
Wincapaw, base manager, is in re was kept on file, is now in the
archives along with many other
ceipt of the following Utter from papers of the same nature. I have
Rear Admiral W. R. Gherardi, U.S.N. heard Waldoboro spoken of as 'Wal
of the hydrographic office, Washing ter Perry,' but presumed it was on
| account of the way the word may
ton:
have been spoken by the German
Washington. D. C„ Dec. 22:
I do not see why such a
Receipt of your letter of Dec. 12 settlers.
should have been used in con
inc’osing the marked quadrangle name
with the town that became
sheet of Knox County is acknowl- nection
Hope. What do you know about it?"
^nti/^fi3
•
rI
"“"oui uouui
Without
doubt mr.
Mr. t-ease
Pease is rignt
right
How may we be sure of a Happy a second time? What are the obje'’„ ±rn£tl°n
5 CUr' in W® supposition. I have no knowlFlying Field and sea- dS Ulf H
b
New Year? This is the Educational Lptis to electing him for a thli d tlss-Wnght
n nno hn-.e at Onel.-I.nrf XXninn .,(11
ever OCUlg Caiietl Oy
time?” Members who attend the ! r>‘ane base at Rockland, Maine, will
Club discussion for Friday. “Ought afternoon study classes at the Cop be published in Hvdrographie Offic"1 that name. One of the flrst settlers
the town of Hope • was Charles
the President to be elected directly per Kettle enjoy the period and fi) d Notice to Aviators No. 1 of 1931, and of
Barrett
of New Ipswich, N. H. The
by the people?
How many and it highly profitable as well as the will be included in the next edition town was called Barrettstown in his
of H. O. Aviation Chart V-230, East- honor. Here is an extract from
which presidents have been elected local speakers.
port, Maine to Boston, Mass. Copies
History of Camden:
of the above will be forwarded to you Locke's
"For the purpose of obtaining
I upon publication.
occupants for their lands, the
Your cooperation in this matter
WATCH THE OLD YEAR OUT AND THE
Associates, or Lincolnshire
has been of great value to the Hydro- Twenty
Company, as they were sometimes
graphic Oflice, and is sincerely ap called,
,
NEW YEAR IN
money amounting to $>1800.000 to
made an agreement for their
preciated.
MILES APPOINTED
build 90 miles; the ei£ht millions of
procurement with Charles Barrett of
At the
—
bond money to build 160 miles more;
New Ipswich, N. H. The present
AN ANCIENT BIBLE
and then spend $5,300,000 of Federal Well Known Rockland At
town of Hope was divided into 120
money to build 106 miles.
lots of 160 acres each. Barrett was
torney Gets Hie RecorderA correspondent writes to The to build a, meeting house and school
The author of this plan hardly
!
CourierGazette:
—
i does himself justice when he dehouse. and obtain 40 settlers, and to
At the
ship
Berth
A resident of Warren has a Bible, have 80 lots out of the 120, thus leav
1 scribes his plan as statewide; it is
purchased by his grandfather, that ing the Lincolnshire Company 40
national in its scope, since Congress
Adelbert L. Miles, junior member,
will be 100 years old on January 1, shares. He gave said township the
has appropriated only $2,600,000
I 1931. The family record therein name of Barrettstown. which it re
which is available to the State of of the law firm of Kimball & Miles,
, contains the births, marriages, and tained until It was incorporated in
Maine in 1931. As things now stand was yesterday appointed recorder of
deaths of five generations. The book 1804. when it received the name cf State Senator Zelma M. Dwinal, of Camden, Who Takes E. C. Moran, Jr., To 1 in Washington, in order to build this I Rockland Municipal Court on the
—SHOWING—
is 11x9x3 Inches, 754 pages, besides Hope. Note—Dr. Moses Dakin in
Task On the Matter of State Highway Construction
106 miles of concrete highway we strength of his endorsement by the
1 the index, leather bound, and near'.v forms us the name of Hope originat
would have to furnish the remaining Bar and by party leaders. He will
as well preserved as on the day of ed as follows: When the township
ourselves. Furthermore
as sectional and selfish, stating $15,000 per mile on more than double $2,700,000
! its purchase, a century ago.
if we use all of the gas tax money j succeed Col. Walter H. Butler, who
was first surveyed—by James Mal plan
the mileage we expect to be able to and
that
it
ought
to
fail
on
that
account.
bond money for new State high J was recently elevated to the judgewith
colm, esq., we think—the four cor The mere statement of what I have build if we can furnish the money to
MR. CURRIER’S BIG PIG
ners were designated by the letters proposed will show that it is neither pay our part of the cost. With the way construction there will be left ship of this Court.
H. O. P. E. When preliminary steps sectional nor selfish.
issue of the remaining highway $3,000,000 from auto registration fees, The new recorded was born in
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
were taken for the plantation to be
bonds released to the discretion of $750,000 from the mill tax highway Ellsworth, son of A. W. Miles. He
The
Legislature
in
1929
in
the
first
I see in your paper, issue of the incorporated as a town, it was de
ALSO
Governor and Council the com- fund, and $300,000 from direct ap was educated in the schools of Ells
section
of
the
act
which
authorized
; 25th that Mr. Mank of North Waldo- cided to adopt the name of Hope, tlie issue of fifteen millions of high- the
or a total of $4,050,000 worth, Randolph and Gardiner.
mission
will be enabled to go ahead propriations
' boro slaughtered a spring pig weigh agreeably to the name thus fortui
from which to pay the $2,700,000 and His family next moved to the Capital
and
bridge
bonds
by
the
State
and
build
up
to
that
limit
at
least
ing 353 pounds and asks who can tously bestowed upon it on the sur- {i treasurer under the direction of the 1 This would give us on our state to meet all the remaining obligations City and during his residence there
beat It. I can. Last week I slaught vevors chart.”
Governor and Council, after 1‘miting highways in 1931, in addition to the which are chargeable to highway he graduated from Maine Central
Reserved Seats Now On Sale 50 Cents
ered a pig just seven and one-half
The flrst white male child born in the issue prior to Jan. 1, 1931, to usual program for State Aid, Third funds, including $140,000 for State Institute and Shaw Business College.
SHOW STARTS 11.45 P. M.
months old which tipped the scales -Tope is said to be Samuel Hewett,
$150,000 for administration of After a few years in business he at
three millions, added the following Class roads and maintenance, from Police,
at 402 pounds.
O. W. Currier.
who moved to Rockland.
highway department, $110,000 for ad- tended the University of Maine Col
173
to
200
miles
of
new
construction
further
restriction:
"and
thereafter
| Appleton, Dec. 26.
When I was a bov Dr. Dakin was
ministration of auto registration, lege of Law, graduating in 1917.
such bonds shall be issued only in depending upon the proportions of i $581,000
a near neighbor and I was a fre amounts
for retirement of bonds ma
concrete,
macadam
and
gravel
types
was admitted to the Maine Bar
expressly
authorized
by
the
quent visitor at his house. The legislature for state highway con of road built, which is nearly double turing in 1931, $624,660 for interest theHesame
year and entered upon the
doctor and I were fast friends. He struction or reconstruction, and not : the mileage we have been building on old bonds, $120,000 for Interest practice of law at Thomaston, moving
was born at Mason. N. H„ 1794. died more than one million dollars shall and would require the issue of about , on new bonds issued in 1930 or a
a. F. Dunton.
be issued in any one fiscal year for : $4,400,000 of the remaining bonds or total of $4 425,660 to be paid out of
Valley Farm, Hope.
bridge construction in the discretion a little more than one-half of the j $4,050,000.
KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
« • • •
of the Governor and Council as pro- $8,000,000 authorized for highway
FEBRUARY JURORS
That produces a deficit of $375,660
vided iri this act.” And in the fifth construction,
section of the act it laid upon the
. . . .
and we have made no provision at all
Three Women Amone Those State Highway Commission the duty I The commission might not con- for maintenance of roads already
c
j r.
of laying out a program for the ex- | sider it prudent to build a greater built, which nobody would advo
DUmmoned r or superior penditure of the funds provided by [ mileage than this in 1931 on Federal cate discontinuing, costing $2,000,000
‘ ' Aid Highways since Federal money annually. This would increase the
Court Duty
the act “covering a period of not less
would not be available to assist in deficit to $2,375,660. And we still
__
than three years.”
Traverse jurors for the February
The bin which 1 have PrePared the cost; and a state with a large have our State aid roads and third
term of Knox County Superior Court simP'V amends these two sections road mileage and comparatively class roads to finance, unless it is in
have been drawn, and the list in- J bY strikin8 out the words which I small population and wealth can tended to discontinue the develop
hardly afford to disregard federal ment of these important systems.
eludes three women. With the ihave 0uoted,
Rockland delegation is a member of, 14 wil! be aPParent that the on'y assistance to the extent of one-third The State has been spending ap
proximately $2,350,000 per year on
the board of aldermen, R Francis effect of this legislation- if adopted, the cost of road construction.Now the only selfish interest that the State aid roads and about $832,Saville. The following have been I W*H be t0 release the brakes which
I are now restraining the Commission we people along the Atlantic High 000 on the third class roads. And
summoned:
Vinalhaven and the Governor and Council if cir- way have in Advancing this plan is thus the total deficit under that plan
Leroy Ames,
Thomaston I cumstances warrant their building that under it the construction of building 356 miles of nothing but
Howard Beattie,
Joseph L. Brewster,
Camden [ more rapidly. Could any one find i period for work already planned on concrete on the State highway sys
Rockport ' anything sectional in such a propo- this route can be materially short tem ln 1931 would result in a total
Walter E. Carroll,
ened. If successful J>y this method deficit of $5,557,660.
Union ( sition?
John R. Danforth,
in securing benefits to ourselves, we j This deficit could only be met by
Rockland
• • • •
Luke S. Davis,
Thomaston The Highway Commission has al- shall enjoy only the same benefits additional taxation which it is
Ferdinand C. Dav,
Rockland ready prepared a program for State which our efforts have secured for doubtful if the majority of the peo
Raymond C. Duff,
Allie C. Dunton,
Hope highway construction covering a every other part of the state. If ple would approve. It would seem to
Charles H. Ewell,
Rockport period of four years in conformity these coastal counties can organize be better to build more slowly <id A. L. Miles, Who Has Been Appointed
Everett E. Fish,
Appleton with the fifth section of the act to advance this project, we should make perhaps a two year job of it at
Recorder of the Rockland Munici
Mrs. Annie B. Frost,
Rockland above referred to, and the Governor have little difficulty in enlisting the the discretion of the Commission and
Virgil E. Hills,
Warren and Coun'-il have approved it. If aid of other parts of the state after the Governor and Council, so that pal Court
Camden my bill is passed by the Legislature the Legislature convenes. Many as the additional gas tax money and
Charles A. Ingraham,
Rockland this winter it will be within tbe surances of support for the measure other annual revenues and Federal from there to Camden where he was
Chauncey M. D. Keene,
Camden power of the Commission and the have already been received from sub Aid available in 1932 would make un located in the office of J. H. Mont
Florence M. Kirk,
Warren Governor and Council to reduce the stantial citlzehs of distant counties. necessary any deficit.
■Charles B. Libby.
gomery until entering the service.
Under the other highway plan re
Benjamin H. Lincoln, Washington actual construction period of that
In the army he served with the 3d
North Haven four-year program to a shorter time. ferred to as outlined by Mr. Moran,
William B. Lobley,
WITH THE BOWLERS
Regiment F.A.R.D., Camp Jackson,
It would not enable them to com it has been proposed to build 356
Rockland
Byron B. Milliken,
S. C„ with the rank of sergeant. He
Will you be among the 2,000 or more fore-sighted per
Friendship plete the whole program in 1931 be- miles of new concrete construction
John D. Mitchell,
entered the Field Artillery Cen
St. George cause in addition to the funds re in 1931. That is an ambitious The Dark Horses made light of the later
Lelan G. Morton,
sons who will receive a Security Trust Company Christ
tral Officers' Training School at
Cushing ceived from the sale of the bonds, the undertaking that we would all be Dragons at Carr's Friday night, win Camp Zachary Taylof, Kentucky, re
Ansel W. Orne,
mas Club check next year? You will if you join our
Owl's Head program utilizes the money to be re glad to help along if it could be ning the match by 99 pins. The ceiving his discharge from there im
Herman Payson,
St. George ceived from the gasoline tax, auto financed without laying an addi only man to qualify in the 300-class
Alice Pullen,
1931 Club, now forming, and make the payments each
after the signing of the
Vinalhaven mobile registration fees, mill tax tional tax upon the people of the was Smalley, who also had high mediately
Ralph Robinson,
Armistice.
week throughout the coming year. If you have had a
Rockland highway fund, property tax, and state and without neglecting roads string, 110. The summary
Richard F. Saville,
Upon his return to civilian life he
Dark Horses—Ireland, 276; New
South Thomaston Federal Aid for the years 1932 and that are already built and useful.
Frank Stanton,
Club in previous years the chances are that you have
a law office in Rockland. In
Rockland 1933 as well as 1931. But. it would It is proposed to use the gas tax bert, 298; Williams, 249; Jacobs, 292; opened
Freeman
S.
Young,
1918 he was married to Miss Lucia
already made the first deposit in next year’s Club. If you
Smalley, 305; total, 1421.
L. P. C. Dragons—Lynch, 256; At Burpee of this city.
haven’t, there is still time to join at any Security Trust
He served as judge of probate from
wood, 258; Pomeroy, 247; Hastings.
1921 to 1925 and handled the office
Company office.
289; Cates, 27?; total, 1322.
• • •
with ability.
I
Forty Club No 31 made a strong
Select one of these classes
rally In the final chapter Friday YOUR FAVORITE. POEM
night, but lost to Ford Motor Co. by
Deposit 50c a week for 50 weeks, receive $25.00 plus int
four pins. McLoon was the out
If I had to live my l»fe again I would
standing figure with high total and have
made a rule to read some poetry
Deposit $1.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $50.00 plus int.
a string of 306. The summary:
and listen to some music at least once
a
week.
The loss of the««e tastes ls a
Deposit $2.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $100.00 plus int.
Forty Club No. 3—Glendenning,
265; McLoon, 306; Peterson, 258; loss of happiness.—-Charles Darwin
Deposit $5.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $250.00 plus int.
Scarlott, 235; Daris, 284; total, 1348.
RING OUT WILD BELLS
t
Ford Motor Co.—Black, 276; Cope Ring out. wild bells, lo the wild skv.
land, 281; Jameson, 264; French, 232;
The flying cloud, the frostv light;
The year ls dying in the night
McPhee, 299; total, 1352.
Ring out. wild bells, and let him die.
• • • •
A Store With a Wonderful Reputation For Square Dealing Offers its High Grade
Last night’s results: Cement Ring out the old. ring in the new.
happy bells, across the snow; 1
Stock of
League at Star alleys—Cement Ring,
The year Is going, let him go;
<
Quarry 2094. Electricians 1920; Re Ring
out the false, ring in the true.
pair Gang 1960, Stripping Crew
out the grief that saps the mind.
1929; at Carr's alleys, Central Maine Ring
(I
•
those that here we see no more;
1469, Forty Club No. 1 1451; Dark For
Ring out the feud of ricli and poor;
Camden, Rockport, Unions Warren, Vinalhaven "
Horses 1424, Kickapoo 1376.
Ring in redress to all mankind.
•
$
• • « ,
Ring out a slowly dying cause,
j
Following was the standing of the And ancient forms of part” strife;
Watch Thursday’s Courier-Gazette For Further Announcement
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
Christmas contest at the Star alleys: Ring in the nobler modes of life.
[ H. Phillips, 137, turkey; V. Norton. With sweeter manners, purer laws.
1 130. goose; R. Shields, 128, chicken. Ring out false pride in place and blood.

I* .«.
•••

••• •••

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

For Lodge Work

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

GALA MIDNITE SHOW

PUBLIX STRAND THEATRE
BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT”
BETTY COMPSON

Comedy

Novelties

Favors

On December 1, Next Year

WAIT!
MEN’S SHOP

Ghe

10th ANNIVERSARY SALE
STARTS FRIDAY, JAN. 2, 1931

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND

MEN’S CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

AT COST AND LESS

Financial Institutions, Inc., ls a Mal ic corporation ownllng a majority of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks
having total resources ol more than $86,000 000. Over 851 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial Institu
tions, Inc. ls owned by Maine capital and the corporation ls managed by Maine men who have had long and
successful experience ln banking and financial operation!.

&/>e

MEN’S SHOP

MIKE ARMATA, Prop.
PARK STREET

THE

ROCKLAND

COURIER-GAZETTE

The civic slander and the spite;
Ring in the love of of truth and right.
Ring ln the common love of good.

Welcomes contributions from Its reatlI ers upon any subject of public Interest. Ring out old shapes of foul disease.
: AU communications must be signed, al-; Ring out the narrowing lust of gold;
though signatures will be withheld upon ' Ring out the thousand wars of old. *
request. No attention paid to anony-1 Ring in the thousand years of peace.'
I mous contributions.
J
—Alfred Lord Tennyson.

Every-Otber-Day
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ROCKLAND’S PUBLIC LIBRARY

books have been discarded this year.
making a total of 2340 volumes In

GRATEFUL KEEPERS

STRAND THEATRE

I
Charles
Rogers
ts
in
love
with
a
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
‘V'SVdTSX"".1..,- Acknowledge the Creeling, stranger! That is, he will be in love
Rockland Me., Dec 30. 1930.
rowers were registered in the chil
Which Came Out of the with a stranger when "Along Came
Some
of
Its
Fast
Year
’
s
Valuable
Work
As
Disclosed
By
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle,
dren's room this year, and 160 were
. .
Youth" comes to the Strand Theatre
Who or oath declares that he Is Pressthe Report of the Librarian
withdrawn, making the total number
Christmas bkies
j on Wednesday and Thursday.
nan In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
of children registered 926.
----Young Rogers, for the purposes of ‘
Dec. 27. 1930. there was printed a total of
Captain William H. Wincapaw's screen entertainment, of course, wa*'
• • • •
6275 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.
From the 39th annual report of the I moved early in the winter from under
good will flight over the Penobscot in love with his old friend of "Close
An aquarium has been added to
Rockland Public Library, made in the rotunda, to the rear of the readBe not overcome of evil, but over this instance to the board of trustees!* ‘rv df' the attractions in this room, made Bay Light stations on Christmas Day both played in "Follow Through
possible by the gifts of generous brought prompt and pleasing re He was in love with his old friend
come evil with good.—Romans 12:21.
sired spaciousness of the library.
by Miss Margaret Snow, the librari-I This fall the paintings of Rock- patrons and the pennies of the chil «ponses: Here are a few ot them:
. of "Someone to Love,” Mary Brian.
—AT—
From Whitehead Light Station: !: in "River of Romance.”
an, the following information is land's water-front, and of Main dren themselves.
ENTERS ANOTHER YEAR
In this, as in preceding vt,rs. there Your
Christmas
remembrance ii Now in "Along Came Youth,"
taken, which will prove interesting | street in 1850, together with tliat of
been splendid co-operation be brought us a lot of pleasure and we I) Buddy has a new leading lady—a
TEMPLE HALL
plaCed °" eXhiblti°n has
When this issue of The Courier- reading to that great body of cititween the library and the schools. surely want to thank you.—A. J. Beal, I stranger. Her name is Frances Dee.
Gazette spreads itself before the zens who realize the vsdue of this Over 1400 books have been mend- As there are no school libraries in the keeper; Frank A. Alley, first assist She is brunette, and is very pretty.
In this picture. Regers will be seen
kindly faces of its readers, it will institution to the homes and schools ed by members of the staff during | Sr;'de schools of the city, practically ant and George L. Alley, second
the year.
! ail of the supplementary reference assistant
as a young American sportsman who
announce to them the completion of of the city.
The librarian recommends to the ! work is done at the public library
Dice Head Light Station Castine: is stranded without funds or the
its eighty-fifth year of continuous
trustees, that they consider the pos- | It Is a valuable aid, as it gives the At 3.30 p. m. Captain Wincapaw I means of getting them in London
ADMISSION 75 CENTS
publication. It is a ripe age to have The library was open 69 hours a ; sibility
____ _
________
__
________
only
opportunity
many
of
the
chilof remodeling the southern
flew over this station and dropped By accident he meets Miss Dee. scion
154-156
week
for
10
months
and
66
'j
hours
wing of the basement for a children's dren have to use encyclopedias and Christmas greetings from the city of of an aristocratic but impoverished MSdiatfcastsiasiSiMiafcaaatMiMaiMasiaiiitiMisasias
attained, by periodical or by man,
:.3i3i2,3.aSiS»siJs»K
for two months.
and when in either case there seems The library issued 56916 books for room, thereby releasing the present j other reference books.
Rockland. In the package was the British family, and falls in love with
children's room for much-needed . Tbu success of these projects is
.
to be a retained healthfulness in home use in 1930, as compared with space for adult activities. She can- i shown to a large extent by the circu- latest edition of Tlie Courier-Ga her.
Later, when Rogers is forced to
also other reading matter. I
life her widowed mother had given coat, but he tells her women with
mind and body, the occasion is not 54.180 in 1929. a gain of 2736 books. not urge too strongly the continua- i lation statistics—16.127 books being zette
am very much pleased to take this ! take a job as a chef in a swell man
everything—even though she saw sables do not get them from their
wanting in congratulations. That It circulated 623 books to 21 of the tion of plans for redecorating the borrowed for home use by th# chil- opportunity to thank Captain Win sion house, he learns that Frances' her
32 school rooms of the primary and interior of the library and for the I dren of the city this year. This is
home is on the adjoining estate. He her money dwindling to nothing. husbands unless they are millionaires
the paper continue^ in the enjoyment grammar grades of the city.
capaw
and
Mr.
Bird,
also
the
people
Beauty nature had been most lavish —but Alice gets her sables!—adv.
purchase of a much-needed charging i a satisfactory gain of 1832 over the of Rockland. For the latest news is forced to put up a great bluff *o in giving her. She was the darling
of an extended subscription list and
It circulated 92 pictures.
books that were circulated in 1929. and the thrill of receiving it by air it prevent her knowing he is only a
desk.
of her crowd and had hern engaged
It circulated 11 newspapers.
the favor of a large company ot
will be a Christmas to be remem kitchen "mechanic.” She discovers more times than she could bother to
Children’s Department
It circulated 172 pamphlets.
the
truth,
and
her
love
remains
progressive advertisers is a source of
bered. We got a very fine picture of
remember.
It loaned through inter-library
The aim of the juvenile depart
satisfaction to its management, loan service, 6 books “to other libraries. ment
Stanley Boynton in the packages steadfast. But Rogers is forced to
Then she met Fred Garlan and ,
in the library is to make all of
adopt
strenuous
means
to
recoup
his
dropped and we value it very much.
loved him enough trf marry him. Her
whose obligation is equally felt It borrowed 125 books from the the children in the community
lost
fortune.
He
does
it
by
riding
a
Wishing all a Happy New Year.—
toward that group of contributors, | libraries of the State Library, Bow- 'library-conscious.' To accomplish
winner in an exciting steeplechase — trousseau was everything that a
Vurney L. King, keeper.
luxury loving girl could want—except
past and present, who have lent doin College, and Bangor Public this aim in 1929-30 the following
Mark Island. Stonington: We wish adv.
she had to be satisfied with a coat ot
interest and dignity to its several ^K^rculated 6.32 books per capita activities were carried on; weekly
to acknowledge Christmas greetings
ermine instead of the sable she
story hours, book-week observance, a
PARK THEATRE
from the City of Rockland and ex
craved. Fred is a young man of only
issues. In the passage of the years Of population.
summer reading club, school deposit
Will Pay
tend best wishes for the New Year.—
comfortable means who finds the
the ranks of these writers have It issued 764 new cards making a libraries, book play and school room
“
Extravbance,
”
a
Tiffany
produc

Keeper
Elmer
E.
Conary
and
family.
financial
demands
of
his
growing
talks. Two story horn's a week were
varied, but at no period has the list;tot-al ,of 2857 registered borrowers,
Highest Prices
Burnt Coot Harbor Light Station, tion in which June Collyer and Llovd business so great that he cannot
BACK TO THE OLD HOME
been more creditably filled than now borrowe'rs1 CardS t0 1,2 n°n-resident held from October to May. with a
Hughes
head
an
all-star
cast,
is
the
Swan's
Island:
I
wish
to
thank
you
afford
his
wife's
extravagance
—
an
total attendance of 2195. The story
for the Christmas cheer you dropped attraction tomorrow.
extravagance she is not even con
William A. Holman, its Saturday lay it added 783 books to its conection. telling not only introduces the chil
I For Tlie Courier-Gazette]
BURNHEIMER BROS.
The story is of a beautiful young scious of because she had never
at this Station. I read in the papers
preacher; Harry A. Daniels, traveler including replacements and new ad- dren to famous book characters but Back home after forty years.
NO. WALDOBORO, MAINE
girl
who
had
never
been
denied
any

that
you
were
going
to
visit
30
light

known
any
different.
But
few
old
friends
I
see.
»
in many lands; Adella F. Veazie.
makin§ a total book stock of it also leads them to read for them Death hath taken them away
156-lt
thing
except
a
sable
coat.
All
her
houses.
but
did
not
know
as
you
Alice
asks
her
husband
for
a
sable
selves.
For thus It has to be.
writer on things of nature; Gladys 14.982.
would
get
this
far
Please
accept
my
Children's Book-Week was ob Here In the same old corner
It answered hundreds of reference
thanks, and my wishes for a Merry
St. Clair Morgan, writer on musical questions, by telephone, by mail and served in November. The children's
There Is a vacant chair
mother used to sit and rock
Christmas and Happy New Year.—
matters; A. B. Dunton and Col. F. S by person.
room had a large display of new Where
Resting from toll and care.
uocki.and division
O. L. Milan, keeper.
• • • •
books. Orders were taken for the
Philbrick, local historians; A. B
Tenant's Harbor Light Station: To
I'll sleep In the same old chamber
books
%nd
the
money
earned
added,
to
Each
succeeding
year
shows
varia

'Bozet Crocker, of Tenant's Harbor
And breathe the evening air,
receive Christmas greetings from the
tion in the circulation. A compari the book fund. The attendance dur
as I used «b when a boy
air was a real surprise and pleasure,
and other Days; Waldo Tyler, expert son of statistics with those of last ing the week was large. Reviews of Just
All free from thoughts of care.
and quite a novelty. We wish to ex
in radio; F. D. Follette, authority on year, shows that more non-fiction, the outstanding books of the season I'll early rise in the morning—
But then what shall I do?
press our thanks very much for the
were
printed
in
the
local
paper.
notably
sociology,
science,
fine
arts,
aviation—here is a list that any
No cows to drive to pasture.
magazines and papers. The trip
As
in
former
years
the
library
No chores to worry through.
literature,
history
and
biography
was
country newspaper might point to
over the lighthouses must be very
read by adults than during the pre offered a summer reading club to Then over to the neighbor's—
interesting. The picture of Mr.
with pride. To it could be added ceding year, while fiction suffered a stimulate interest in reading during
A stranger at the door—
Boynton was very nice. With best
those occasional writers, who from decided drop. due. we believe to our the summer months. A trip-around- "No. sir. I do not know you.
wishes to you and Mr. Bird, your
I never saw you before!"
every quarter of the world hark back policy of purchasing only one copy the-world via books was organized. Then
over to the next one.
campanion on the flight—Leonard
The
tour
was
made
by
plane,
the
of
popular
titles,
a
condition
arising
The man was old and gray—
to the old home paper; and as well
Dudley, keeper and family.
"Oh.
yes."
says
he.
"I
know
you.
travellers
visiting
15
different
coun

out of the meager funds available for
Indian Island Light Station. Rock
that loyal group of contributors rep the purchase of new books. Consist tries both real and imaginary. On
And where we used to play!"
port: It is with pleasure that
resenting the adjacent communities, ent with approved library practice, application, a ticket bearing the Over on yonder hillside.
I take this opportunity to thank you
Are spots familiar to see.
who see to it that the local happen the book funds have been spent on names of the countries to be visited, While
for the Christmas greetings dropped
others look forsaken.
the basis of one-third for fiction, and and the attractive insignia of the
ings receive their proper recording.
Sad thoughts they bring to me.
to us from the air Christmas Day.
two-thirds for non-fiction, which has Curtiss-Wright Plying Service, was
In the old orchard.
It really seems wonderful that such
To them, and to its long list oi lowered the number of copies of fic issued to each child starting the Down
To the same old apple tree.
patrons, the paper brings its cordial tion purchased this year. In the tour. As soon as he completed his Somehow the fruit tastes not so good— a thing could be made possible. This
Perhaps the fault's In me!
will be written in our journal and in
New Year greetings.
children's room, non-fiction remained visit satisfactorily, the title and
years to come other lightkeepers
about the same, with a noticeable author of the book read were in Then down I go In the pasture,
and their families will read it and
Down the same old lane
From the New York World we rise in fiction. In fact, the gain in scribed under the appropriate coun Where once I drove the idle cows.
will see the date. Dec. 25. 1930, the
try and punched. The ticket con
In sunshine and In rain
day on which The Courier-Gazette
reprint this brief story of the latest circulation of 1930 is due to the in taining the names of books read in Here
I find the same old rock
creased activity of the children's
and other papers and magazines
YO u GET
AT YOUR.
store
Where we children used to play,
triumph recorded by that prominent room.
the different countries visited was Thickly
covered o’er with moss
were dropped from the air at a light
figure in the musical world, who has
The task of re-registering its bor signed by the children's librarian
All tinged with green and gray.
station for the first time in history.—
filled so large a place in the history rowers, started in April, 1929, has and given to the children, making a Then over to the mill-pond.
W F. Reed, keeper.
very attractive record and certificate
been
brought
within
the
three-year
Where I've stood in the pouring rain.
of music in Maine during the past registration period adopted by the of the reading tour. One hundred
WEEK ol DECEMBER 33,1333 to JANUARY 3,1331
And every time I caught a fish
thirty-four years:
I'd bait my hook again.
NORTH
KNOX FAIR
library. Since that date 1943 cards twenty-eight children made up the
parents often told me
The Rubinstoin Club of New York. have been removed from the file be passenger list, more than twice as MyThat
fish would never bite
Dr. William R. Chapman, Director, cause of death, or change of resi many as were registered in any other When work called in the hayfleld
2 Pounds Net
Association Holds Annual
And the sun was shining bright.
gave its first concert this season in dence. reducing the total number of reading club that the library has
the grand ball room of the Plaza active borrowers to the surprisingly offered; 31 completed the trip.
Meeting
and
Stands
Pat
Then I will go to James Pond
FRESH
Hotel, on Tuesday evening. The low number of 28t>9. 31.43 ; of the
Where we used to go to swim—
lc
on Board of Officers
Where if Tom Evans came along
largest audience ever assembled in population of Rockland. This numWe'd always throw him In!
Forty-three deposit libraries were Then
MIXED
the ball room was present, and chairs ber, indicates that over 65 i of Rock
let me see the school house
'The North Knox Fair Association
were crowded into the corridors to land's citizens are not enjoying the sent out to 21 school rooms. These
Down there under the hill.
was where I went to school
accommodate the members and their manifold privileges of the Public books were taken out by the children It With
held
its annual meeting in IJnlun re
Tom and Fred and Will.
4Oc Value
guests who were most enthusiastic Library—privileges which our sum for home use. They had a total
cently, and reviewed the satistaetory
circulation
of
2609.
a
gain
over
last
and appreciative. A fine program of mer visitors are surprised to find in
And many other places—
financial conditions made Do.,sible by
I visit them no more—
ten new part songs was presented by a city the size of Rockland. To year. This is the largest circulation
oh. what would I give to be
the liberal patronage of the fairs in
the Choral. The artists were Anne acquaint this 65': with a knowledge recorded since the innovation of But
A barefoot boy once more!
the past few years. Further im
Roselle, the Metropolitan prima- of what value modern library service this service five years ago..
E. H. Philbrick.
In March of this year the library
provements to the plant were dis
Rockland.
donna soprano, and Louis Barsoni. may have for them is the task for
gave a children's book play in the
cussed. These officers were elected:
the great baritone from the Budapest the coming year.
President—J. C. Creighton, Union.
Opera House, who made his first
Work on the revision of the High School auditorium. The school
PARISIAN BEAUTY
Vice President—R. M. Carroll,
New York appearance. Both artists catalog has been steadily advancing children sold tickets and over ninety
Union.
SALON
were received with great applaust. and will soon be brought to the dollars was cleared for the book
Secretary—H. L. Grinnell. Union.
and several encores were demanded. notice of the public through the fund.
Complete Beauty System
The children's librarian visited all
Treasurer—M. A. Lucas, Union.
Director Chapman was in fine form, housing of the revised catalog in the
Fredericks Permanent Waving and
Directors—R. M. McKinley, Union,
and conducted with his usual fire new 60 tray card-catalog cabinet, of the school rooms in the city twice
Rewaving
F. O. Jameson, Warren, W. M. Pres
and energy. He received many com which is already in place in the during the year, to tell about the
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND cott. Washington, Albert Sherman,
pliments for the remarkable effects library. The present 30 tray cabinet library and its activities.
Phone 898
The book stock has been increased
Appleton, J. D. Pease, Hope,
produced by the Choral, as the shad will be used to relieve an overcrowd
150tf j Race secretary—ft: M. McKinley.
by the addition of 270 volumes; 142
ing and pianissimo effects were ed children's catalog.
noticeably fine. The concert will
long be remembered as one of the
Because of the inability of the
most brilliant events of the season. records to disclose a true count of
SPLINDID
9 f At a rw » a w
A a Av AMI
It was in 1897 that Dr. Chapman the books in the library, a recount
broke into Maine and stirred to their was begun in July. The count of the
“If you are comfortably clothed
books, completed shows a
depths the placid streams of song. children's
total of 2340 volumes. Whether the
you’ll be happier."
How with his genius, his unconquer- total recount will reveal more or less
—says GREGORY.
able energy, and contempt for oppo- than the existing count of 14.982
LITTLE
Jar
sition he wrought, out of largely books is stal a matter for conjecture,
BUSTER
Tins
untrained ,n»te-<ni
' Further report on this project is desoy IP THAT susdoesnY
One 5c Jar FREE
untramed material, the Maine Music ferred untii completion of the work.
hurpYill NEEDARIDE
Festival and set it in the high musi- j Three forward-moving projects
IN AN AMBULANCE.^,
cal places of the country, is a story have been completed this year. In
SPLENDID
of achievement that stands un-I the fall the building was thoroughly
I'M COL-O!
rivalled. That organization which i Painted by the W. H. Glover Co., and
th^ hearth and under-structure of
his genius created and for thirty the fireplace rebuilt. During the
years brilliantly sustained has passed winter the old electric lights, wired
into history, but the influence it and attached to the original gas fix
exerted in the uplift and spread ot tures, were replaced by modern
lighting. The increased light from
don t expect any
music in Maine is not likely ever to the two-foot candle power of the old
Helps Children Gain
SYMPATHY FROM ME
pass away. It is gratifying to his ystem, to the 10-foot candle power
The warm weather of October and November
from 3fo 5 Pounds
friends here to know that the Doc- of the ncw was welcomed by the
left us with too many Suits and Overcoats in
J a Month!
staff,
and
a
noticeable
increase
of
tor retains the freshness of his
readers in the reading room this fall
stock; therefore we offer some uncommon re
enthusiasm and strength and that over the same period last year, leads
ductions in the price of all broken lots and sizes.
in the country's great metropolis one to believe, by the reading public
honors continue to be visited upon as well. In August, the city car
penter finished off the northern end
him.
of the basement into a room 19 by
23. Lights and three ranges of 15I F YOU'D TAKEN MY
Bath Times: “Ralph Hall, Bath's foot steel stacks were installed. On
in sizes 33 to 38
tax collector is on his way to mak the latter the library’s bound
ADVICE AND GONE TO
ing another excellent showing this volumes of magazines, state and city
year. With more than a month of reports, and directories have been
ROSE BRAND
GREGORYS
NATION-WIDE
the fiscal year to go. approximately arranged, making this valuable ma
YOU'D BE COMFORTABLE.
$363,000 of a commitment of terial available for reference work
HashjZS*
$390.18493 in property taxes, has once more.
SPEND MORE ON UNDER
3
been collected. Of 2680 poll taxes
Tiie Finnish Library Association of
Reel
36 to 44
WEAR ANO LESS ON
committed for collection in 1930, only Knox County has placed its library
COU&-H DROPS, OLD K10
250 remain unpaid to date. The of 400 volumes of Finnish books in
longer list of unpaid taxes on real this Public Library. These books are
estate, is attributed by the city treas being cataloged and made ready for
urer to the increase in the tax rate circulation among the Finnish resi
PACKAGES
or
from 39 to 43 mills A list contain dents of Rockland, Knox County,
It
ing about double the property of a and, through the State Library, other
year ago, has been posted.” Mr. Finnish communities of the Stat°
Hail is a son of the late Capt. Syl The Finnish Library Association still
vester Hall, and formerly resided at retains administration of the library,
the coiner of Union and Lindsey raising of funds for new books and
streets.
T
the purchase thereof. The books
NATIONWIDE
have been placed in the book-cases
BOYS
’
SUITS
AND
OVERCOATS
INFORMATION W \XTED
— on the southern side of the reading
The Clarkson Press of 130 Oak Hill room. A Finnish interpreter is to
MARKED DOWN
avenue. Attleboro, Mass., wishes in be present on Saturday evenings to
formation as to Hannah Clark, who explain the use of the Finnish
married Zenas Wilder of Dennysville, catalog and the checking out of
Odd Lots in Every Department Priced To Sell
Me. Also information of descendent" books at the desk, a very important
Quick!
FORMOSA
of John Clark, Jr . who married task as not more than two percent
Your
friend
is
right.
You
need
Sarah Thompson. Alco of Elisha of the foreign born Finnish popula
.end
BISCHOFF’S HOME BRAND
Clark, who married Lucy Smith. tion of Knox County can read or
more suits of underwear. Pos
Readers of this notice can com write English. Inasmuch as foreign
sibly shirts, sox, suspenders? Get
municate directly with the newspaper books are hard to procure, either by
Orange Pekoe <
as above.
purchase or loan, the library is for
them at Gregory’s where every
Pound
tunate indeed to have this fine col
dollar buys real style and comfort.
Writer says if you watch a game lection placed on its shelves. A
It's pastime; and if you play it, it's similar collection of Italian books is
recreation. And If you hear it, it’s greatly desired for this community.
TRADE AT A NATION*Wl
STORE. You know the owner
golf.—Arkanas Gazette.
, The statue of Joan of Arc was
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ANNUAL

HARMONY CLUB
BALL
NEW YEARS EVE

LIVE POULTRY

WANTED

RIGHT THROUGH

NAT 10 NW IDE

S E RV ICE

EDUCATOR

COOKIES

LOYAL
DRIED

and G SOAP

BEEF

Z5C

ACME

MUSTARD

NOW

IS THE TIME
YOUR DOLLARS
REALLY HELP

.X ioc

Eagle Milk

VANILLA 2 J»«;25

POP CORN 2

HERSHEY’S

Cocoa Tomatoes *

E

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

Nut Top Caramels

$15.75, $16.75, $18.75, $19.75
MEN’S SUITS

$11.75, $19.75, $22.50, $27.50
$32.00, $37.50
MEN’S OVERCOATS
$19.75, $27.50, $32.50, $37.50

Corned

Luxury Tobacco
3-25c
ELBOW MACARONI

CUT WAX BEANS
Wheaties

GREGORY’S

MACARONI
SPAGHETTI 3

COCOA

TEA

(•T

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
Dec. 31—Harmony Club ball, Temple

hall.

Jan. 1—New Year’s Day.
Jan. 2—(3 to 9.30) Educational Club
meeting with afternoon and evening
speakers. Copper Kettle Porch.
Jan. 17—Franklin’s Birthday.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
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The Boy Scout office is now open
from 4 to 6 p. m. Mondays, Wednes
days and Fridays with Field Scout
Executive Ralph Lewin in charge.

A

LOOK

INTO

THE

FUTURE

A Real Effort Of All Citizens Cooperating Toward Com

DRASTIC
PRICE REDUCTIONS

The candy heart which attracted
munity Betterment Will Bring Large Benefits
so much attention in Chisholm's
window ^vhile Santa Claus was
abroad, weighed 25 pounds, 7 ounces.
Oscar Marsh of Broad street guessed
Throughout the past months a group of the leading men and institutions
within two ounces, and because of of this community have been sponsoring an advertising campaign for local
his excellent judgment the neighbor
The Speech Readers Club will hood has been working its sweet development. The campaign has Consisted of a series of full pages which
rqcet Friday afternoon at 2.30 at the tooth over time.
have been running every week in The Courier-Gazette.
rooms.
The many favorable comments, the stimulated interest in our city’s
E. Mont Perry, retired merchant, progress, and the number of local progressive ideas which have been forth
Ervin L. Curtis who has been very will attain his 83d birthday New Year
ill at his home on New County road Day, and on that occasion will he a coming have, indeed, been gratifying. The pages have tied in directly with
is reported as gaining.
dinner guest at the home of H. O. such public welfare propositions as Community Chest, the U. S. Army Band's
Gurdy, whose birthday also falls on visit here and the recent Legion benefit show for the unemployed. The ex
Charles Coughlin who is employed that date. These two well known pert advice based on years of study and on comparative facts and figures with
in New York spent Christmas at his | citizens were Northend contempo other towns has furnished us with the best available information on'how we
raries for many years, and have also
home on Rankin street.
long been associated in the Loan & can better our town and make it more progressive. The campaign has
STIMULATED ACTION, and ACTION backed up by constructive thinking
The Degama Club will meet at the Building Association.
$28, $30 SUITS AND COATS
is the thing we need.
usual place Saturday at 3 o'clock to
$10.00 TWO PANT SUITS
elect officers for the coming year.
Let’s continue the good work, with constructive action ail’along the line.
We
know
what
it
takes
to
make
our
city
more
outstanding,
even,
than
it
is.
THE DADDY OF ’EM ALL
$32, $33 SUITS AND COATS
There will be a meeting of the
Let’s keep an “action program” in effect. Let's safeguard our future by do
$12.50 TWO PANT SUITS
Our North Waldoboro cor
Y.P.B. at the home of Miss Alena
respondent recently wanted to
ing our part to make Rockland the one outstanding city in ten. Let s carry
Young Thursday evening at 7.30.
know who could beat Laforest
$35 SUITS AND COATS
on with an “action program” for increasing health, wealth, and prosperity
$13.50 TWO PANT SUITS
Mank’s spring pig which
for all. Community detriments remove, community possibilities improve.
George B. McLaughlin is playing
weighed 358 pounds. Righteous
the unusual role of invalid, being
contempt for this claim is reg
$36, $38 SUITS AND COATS
temporarily under a physician's care.
istered by our South Waldoboro
$15.00 TWO PANT SUITS
NORTH HOPE
"ON MY SET” .
correspondent who tells of a
The
light-keepers
at
White
Head
spring pig recently slaughtered
King Solomon's Temple, Chapter
$40 SUITS AND COATS
and Two Bush certainly appreciated
The effectiveness of the WEEI
in that side of the town which
$18.00 TWO PANT SUITS
has its annual meeting Thursday
the bundles of magazines and late
broadcast Sunday night was con
weighed 556, and which, the
night and the Council has its regu
newspapers,
which
were
dropped
siderably
lessened
by
the
appar

writer thinks would make Mr. j
lar meeting Friday night.
$45 SUITS AND COATS
from the airplane, by Capt. William
ent proximity of another station.
Mank's porcine critter look like ?
A Few ODD SUITS, Good Value, at
Wincapaw and Alan Bird Christmas
Distortion during the Jenny
it
was
still
in
its
infancy.
The
I
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union I 556 pound champion was the j
Day and extend Their thanks to all
Band hour was in evidence.
Veterans will conduct a bridge party I property of Miss Fanny Mank. =
$50 SUITS AND COATS
concerned.
.«.••••••
A Lot of BO YS’ HE A VY SWEATERS at
g
this evening at Grand Army hall, j Now is there any “next?”
Riley Fauikmgham of Jonesport
I
In
wishing
the
country
Happy
with Mrs. Nellie Achorn as hostess.
who has been spending the past
New
Year,
the
Wheaties
Quartet
.1 — U — n ■» II»» U — n —,j.
SPECIAL—59 YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
fortnight with his uncle Lester
and Eddie, the Gold Medal or
>
t
Alley at the light, left Sunday for
30% DISCOUNT on BOYS’ LEATHER COATS,
Mrs. E. E. Farnham of Maverick
ganist, famous entertainers on
Rockland where he attends High
square reports to the robin editor Edwin Libby Relief Corps holds its the Gold Medal Fast Freight
SPORT COATS AND BLOUSES
30% DISCOUNT ON LEATHER SPORT COATS
High School.
that on Monday morning she heard reguly meeting Thursday evening program will open the program
Miss Eleanor Beale of the light
and then saw in a tree a big, fat for the purpose of installing officers with the popular “Cheer Up.”
who attends High school at West
robin.
for the ensuring year. Mrs. Eliza
program will be broadcast
brook, is the guest of her parents
Plummer, State inspector, of the This
from the Columbia Broadcasting
over the holidays.
The BPW is having a New Year’s W.S.R.C. will officiate. This will be a System 9 to 9.30 p. m., Friday.
Mrs. J. K. Lowe has arrived home
Eve party tomorrow evening at 7.30 joint installation with the Post, the Among the selections to be given
from Wakefield, Mass., where she
when Mrs. Sarah Lafflin Hammons first in a number of years. Jan. 3 are: I don't mind walking in the
was called by the serious illness of
156&2-then 4Thl3
of Augusta, State president, will be Mrs Plummer will install the officers rain, Show me the way to go
J. K. Lowe.
of Cooper Corps, Union. Dinner will Home, Home-made Sunshine,
honor guest.
Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills, U. S.
be served to the visitors.
Sing something simple. Sweet
C. G., are on a trip to Massachusetts
A canvass made by the merchants'
Adeline, A medley of southern
over the holidays.
committee of the Chamber of Com Manager Tom Stone of the tele
tunes, The customary yodel.
Each family had a well laden
merce- indicates that stores generally, phone exchange proved a popular
SOUTH WARREN
Christmas tree and each one did
will be closed on New Year’s Day— Speaker at the Forty Club yesterday
their little bit for those less fortu
Football fans will hear their
the coming Thursday.
when he discussed the new dial in
last broadcast of the season
nate, all in the spirit of Christmas,
There was an error in the Warren
stallation at Camden and the pros
on our little group of islands.
Thursday, from 5 to 7, when the
report i nregard to the installation
firs. Grace Britt substituted at the pects of such a system in this city.
annual game in the Rose Bowl
Miss Elva Prescott of Chelsa, Mass., of officers of the Grange. The elec
Highland school yesterday for Miss He embroidered the story with sev
at Pasadena, Calif., is playpd.
was the holiday guest of her niece, tion was held Dec. 18 with a sumptu
Cunningham who was temporarily eral brand new mirth provokers.
The contestants are University
I Mrs. Darrell Mann and Miss June ous birthday supper, not a buffet
snowbound at her home in Wake Harry Mittelle, manager of the East
i Mann at Two Bush Light.
of Alabama and Washington
supper. An installing officer has not
field. Mrs. Thelma Snow is substi ern Furniture Co., was received into
A family dinner party was held yet been engaged.
State.
tuting at the Purchase street school membership. President Jackson an
•w •••
at the home of Capt. and Mrs. Arfor Miss McFadden.
John Jordan of Portland was a
nounced some very ambitious plans
i thur J. Beale at the light Christmas weekend guest of his aunt Mrs.
Is radio popular in the United
for January.
!
and
was
comprised
of
those
members
The sound of sleigh bells con
States? Find your answer in the
Anne Bucklin.
who happened to be at Whitehead.
vinces us that it is a sure-enough
statement that there were in use
Guests of friends Christmas were;
Wesley
N.
Wasgatt,
whose
wander

winter—not yet the olH fashioned
July 1 13,478,000 sets.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond,
ings
during
q
period
of
amnesia,
took
>•*
•••
•••
kind which used to block the country
HOPE
guests o ftheir daughter, Mrs. Mar
roads for the entire winter. The him to Seward, Alaska, arrived home
Following is the program of Knox guerite Miller in Union; Mr. and
Beginning at 10 p. m. and con
Sunday,
having
been
met
in
Seattle
real test will be to see whether we
tinuing four hours until 2 o'clock
I Pomona Grange which will be held Mrs. Leslie Copeland at Mrs. Ida
get “six weeks' sleighing in March.” by his father, Dr. R. J. Wasgatt.
New Year morning, the Columbia
| with Warren Grange next Saturday: Smith's in Cushing; Charles Maxey
Memory reasserted itself on the
Song service. Grange; Address of and family guests of Mr. and Mrs.
System will present a New Year
steamboat
voyage
from
Seward
to
A veteran hunter who has shot
Welcome, C. Frank Berry; response,) Joseph Maxey in Thomaston; M. P.
eve dancing party from eight
Seattle,
though
he
was
unable
to
ac

everything from coots to moose
Raymond Ludwig; song, Oscar Cope Jordan of their son Rodney Jordan
cities in the United States, Can
count
for
how
he
reached
Alaska
or
wants to know if anybody can tell
land, Addle Norwood, Izzie St. Clair; in Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
ada and Argentina, with 14
what
impelled
him
to
journey
to
that
him whether deer shed their horns,
original paper, Nettie Copeland; 1 Jordan of their son Henry in Rock
dance orchestras, furnishing pep
and whether it can be proved. far country. He was overjoyed to see
“Shall we have but one universal! land: Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Overlock
py tunes for the feet of the na
his
father,
and
their
trip
back
across
Answers will be received at The
language—the English, Supt Rowe; ) of Joel Overlock in Thomaston.
tion. An hour and a half after
the
continent
was
an
interesting
one.
Courier-Gazette office.
recitation, Gcorgie Mank; music.
national dance party gets
Christmas trees were held in many
Both Men and Women
Young Wasgatt will remain home this
Edn> Jones. Question—What is an homes and one especially enjoyable
under way, the NBC over WEEI
for
the
present.
Judge Walter H. Butler and Frank
adequate farm income? Opened by was at the home of L. R. Bucklin,
under the sponsorship of General
A. Tirrell, Jr., have moved their law
S. E. Norwood; two selections to be where the evening was pleasantly
Motors will foster another fouroffices across the street, and are now Around 6 o'clock last night that I hour broadcast of music by 12
furnished by lecturer of host grange passed with games and other amuse
"at home” in the quarters formerly attractive
eating
establishment | dance bands originating in Chi
Speaker, Rev. H. I. Holt of Warren. I ments. The guests were Mr. and
PUTT ALL YOU DESIRE
ALL FOR $2.00 PER COUPLE
occupied by S. T. Kimball. Kimball known as the Park Street Cafe and
Mrs. James Packard and son John
cago, Denver, Los Angeles, San
&Miles have their offices across the Sea Grill looked as if it had been
BORN
of Bangor; MMrs. Lucretia McNiel
Francisco and New Y’ork.
REFRESHMENTS INCLUDED
corridor in the same block.
YOUNG—At Warrenf Pleasantville) Dec. and daughters Virginia and Dolores
captured. First to arrive on the!
25. to Mr and Mrs. Ernest Young, a of Thomaston: Mr. and Mrs. Frank
scene were the State Police, and they !
Premier Benito Mussolini of
son. weight eight pounds.
One of the most outstanding at were quickly joined by the police
Page and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Italy will deliver his first radio
tractions New Year eve will be the force. Passers-by sat up and took
Bucklin and sons Richard and Fred
address to an American radio
MARRIED
midnight show at the Strand The potice. The group was finally aug
audience over WJZ and WEEI
SEGUIN-PLUMMER—At Nashua. N. H.. of South Warren.
atre. A surprise program is planned mented by the arrival of the munici- j Thursday afternoon from 2 to
Dec. 20. Lee Seguin of Long Beach.
Calif, and Miss Daurlce Plummer of
including the feature “Boudoir pal judge and mayor. The signal was
2.15.
SOUTH BELFAST
Rockland.
«
Diplomat." Also comedy and novel then given for an onslaught on as
SPRAGUE-POST—At Rockland. Dec. 24.
ties.. Favors will be given away.
fine a turkey dinner as the most
Two
novelties
offered
for
bv Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Sidney
Mrs. Herbert Elwell and son Har
Sprague and Miss Lena Post, both of
exacting taste could ask. Bob and
Thursday, the 20-piece orchestra
old have been visiting the past week
Rockland.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets Earle were frequently summoned to
of New York's historic city
with Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Curtis in
Thursday evening. There will be no the phone, but the department was
prison, assisted by its male quar
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
Einstein wants quiet and solitude
DIED
Rockland.
CUSHING
supper, but installation of officers not called out because the calls were | tet, will broadcast at 2.30 p. m.
while in this country. Why doesn't will be open Saturday nights here
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott had as
SPEAR—At Rockland. Dec. 24. Alvah M.
will be held, with Mrs. Eliza Plum false alarms. When cigars had been
from the office of Warden Robert
he suggest that he be seen only by after for the special convenience of
Spear, aged 38 years, 8 months, 5 days. guests Christmas Mr. and Mrs. Mau
Our first real snowstorm to bring those who understand relativity?— out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
mer as installing officer. An enter lighted the guests arose and gave
Barr in the Tombs. The Phila
BARTLETT—At Rockland. Dec. 30, Joan rice French and family.
sledding came Friday, several inches Cincinnati Enquirer.
Virginia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tainment will follow, with refresh a great “hand” for the proprietor, delphia New Year "Mummers’
light adjusting etc.
114-tf
Mrs. James Gillin visited her iss- piling up in places, necessitating the
Norris C. Bartlett, aged 8 .months. Fu
ments served under the direction of Manley T. Perry, whose smile was so
Parade," an annual event that
neral Thursday at 2 o’clock from 250 ter Mrs. Percy Herrick Sunday.
use
of
the
snow-plow
to
clear
the
Mrar Adelma Mullen.
had its origin more than 100
expansive that it was difficult to tell
Old County road.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick, son
where it began and left off. The .years ago, in which hosts of
CREIGHTON—At Union. Dec. 27. Almeda Harold and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence roads that automobiles might get
| through.
A.,
widow
of
Emerson
Creighton,
aged
All the golfers are looking forward guests were Judge Walter H. Butler,
harlequins caper along Broad
87 years, 4 months. 23 days. Funeral Drinkwater spent Christmas with
to the costume party to be held at Mayor Charles M. Richardson,
McLellan Gillchrist of Thomaston >
street to the stirring tunes of
Tuesday at 1 o’clock.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Jones.
the Tillson avenue course New Year Sheriff Frank F. Harding, City Mar
band music, will be broadcast for
SIMMONS—At East Union. Dec. 29.
Mrs. Herbert Elwell spent the day was a guest at D. L. Maloney's last
night when prizes will be awarded for shal Almon P. Richardson, Lieut. A. one hour over WNAC and the
Ruth E.. wife of Jedediah E. Simmons, recently with Mrs. Joan Thurston at week.
aged 71 years. 11 months. 5 days. Fu
the funniest costumes worn by the W. Cushman, Inspector Levi Flint,
CBS beginning at 10 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody and chil
the Head of the Tide.
neral Wednesday at 1 o’clock.
ladies and men;, also for the best State Patrolmen Daniel Prav and
dren of Waldbboro who spent sev
scores. e The manager promises many George Shaw, Deputy Sheriffs C.
eral days last week at the home of
laughs ‘and "a good time is expected Earle Ludwick and Harry D. Phillip.,,
her parents Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Ma-"]
by all.”
Patrolmen Charles H. Emery, Fred
loney, returned home Thursday.
Achorn, C. S. Stetson, E. C. Ingra
Miss Orpha Killeran returned to
Comes a Christmas card, from ham, E. U. Price and Charles H. Mc
Hinckley Sunday afternoon to re
Charles E. Healey of Ventura. Calif., Intosh, ex-City Marshal Robert A.
sume her work at Good-will Farm j
conveying greetings to old school Webster and F. A. Winslow. The
school.
mates, a few of whom remain—for regular staff of Waiters was aug
Andrew Breen, son Lloyd, Hollis,
it was 50 years ago that Charles left mented by valuable accessions from
) Chadwick and others of Port Clyde !
his Rockland home on Maple street the Parisian Beauty Salon.
have been in town at M. J. Ma-!
and took up his abode in California.
; loney’s the past week.
«
“I am still among the living," he
Anna Saville will go out by
writes, "seventy-nine years old and theMrs.
day dressmaking through the ,
in very good health.”
winter months. Appointments by155-156
Mrs. Sargent will be the speaker at telephone 292-M.
Fridays' meeting 15.30 o'clock) of the
This sale will be notable for its sharp reductions and
PLEASANT POINT
Women's Educational Club. Her sub
ject will be “Women In Business,”
unusual values. Our clothing is always honorably
presenting a brief outline of the work
Happy New Year to all who read
priced and this year affected by unusual market con
USE
done by the local business college ->nd The Courier-Gazette.
how every woman who is interested n
Mrs. Maud Stone of Port Clyde
ditions
we offer at these reduced prices values that
helping with the family income may spent Christmas with her parents,
establish a business of her own.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flinton, and aunt
are nothing short of astonishing. It is not only the
Miss Eliza Cook.
Dance fans, and particularly the
new low sale prices that should interest you, it s the
Miss Belle Orne, R. N. of Portland
young people home from college and is spending her acation with her par
clothing itself—absolutely the best!
school for the holiday season, are ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne; also
eagerly awaiting the annual New Mrs. Orne s sister, Miss Annie Fill
It is an old fashioned cough mix
Year’s ball under the auspices of the more of Presque Isle, and their father,
ture made from a formula handed
Former Prices
Reduced Price
Harmony Club which takes place to R. B. Fillmore of Rockland, have been
down from our grandmother's
morrow evening at Temple hall, with their guests over the holiday and
$20.00 ......................................... ■................... $13-98
Kirk furnishing music. Many nov weekend.
time. Used for coughs and ordi
elty features are planned, to in
A family gathering was enjoyed at
nary Throat Irritations.
25.00 ............................................................................
17.50
clude clever favors. Mrs. Leola F. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Noyes and Mrs. Faith G. Berry are Davis Christmas Eve, with a tree
27.50 .............................................................. 19-50
Price 50c Bottle
in charge, aided by the patronesses. laden with gifts for all.
40.00 and 35.C0......................... o................. 27.50
N
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey enter
There will be the regular Thursday tained a family party at their home
SOLD BY
50.00 and 45.00 ........................................... ' 37-50
night dance at Odd Fellows hall. Christmas.
Music by Kirk’s Orchestra.
156*1
Miss Enid Maloney who spent the
weekend_wlth her grandparents, re
THESE PRICES APPLY TO SUITS AND OVER
turned Sunday to her home in Port
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
Clyde.
COATS
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Morse spent
TOP
COATS
ARE
ALsd ON SALE
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
MAIL ORDERS PILLED
Bucklin in Rockland
156T&Stf
Our local sportsmen, M. J. Maloney
SHEEPSKIN COATS FOR MEN AND BOYS AT
and L. B. Seavey shot two foxes
Friday. This makes five which Mell
BIG REDUCTIONS
has assisted in killing during the
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
I past ten days.
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
•A family gathering was enjoyed
erage—a perfect mixer
/
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. L.
As reliable as the VIctrola
Listen in every Friday evening at
Maloney Christmas Day.
6.15 on WBZ and W'BZA
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friendship
Distributed by
will hold services in the schoolhouse
CLOTHING AND SHOE DEALER
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30. to
Rockland Produce Co.
which everyone is invited.
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
The Hardscrabble sewing circle
Miniatftre Golf Course
ROCKLAND, ME.
will meet with Mrs. B. L. Stevens'
146-29
124-tf
Wednesday afternoon of this week.

The largest stock and widest variety of High Grade Clothing in the city, and the* Tre
mendous Price Reductions from our regular low prices, makes this the Most Extraordi
nary Money Saving Event of Years.

MEN’S SUITS AND OVERCOATS
$2 1 00
23 25
24.50
26 50
28 00

BOYS’ SUITS

’6.00

6.50

7.50
8.50
10.50

31 50
35 00
J Q gQ

3.00
J Q

BURPEE «S LAMB

New Year Night
Costume Party
At The Beautiful

Tillson Avenue Miniature Golf Course
PRIZES FOR THE FUNNIEST COSTUMES
PRIZES FOR THE LOWEST SCORES

Dance To Your Heart’s Content On the Newly Prepared Surface!

Tillson Avenue Miniature Golf Course

BLACKINGTON’S
MARK DOWN
SALE
OF FINE CLOTHING

Starts Wednesday Morning

Don’t Cough
McCARTY’S

COUGH STOP

D. L. McCARTY

Victor Radio
$112.50 up

Maine Music Store

L. E. BLACKINGTON

?

3

Every -Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 30, 1930
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i COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE j

Over Punchertown’s
Goal Line
By GENEVRA COOK

1

Z

3

4

5

H

ANK SPRIGGINS earned the

WALDOBORO
TENANT'S HARBOR
FRIENDSHIP
William O. Reed is in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wood enterMr. and Mrs. Harry C. Magee en
Miss Gretchen Waltz, a student at tained Christmas Day Mr. and Mrs.
tertained a party of 17 Christmas Day
Gorham Normal School, is the guest I Wesley Comstock of, Rockland. Mr.
at their cottage at Martin's Point.
1 and Mrs. Edwin Wheeler and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burns, Miss of Mrs. Nina Goucher.
Capt. John Bradford and S. A. t Mrs. Clarence Thompson.
Prances Burns, Muster Robert Burns
Whitney Wheeler was home from
and Miss Mildred Mitchell of Port- Jones were recent visitors in Bath
New York- to spend Christmas with
iand were holiday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gracia D. Libby and Misses his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Mrs. John D. Mitchell.
Clara and Dora Gay, who have been
Mrs. Phoebe Burns spent Christmas guests at J. T. Guy s, went Saturday Wheeler.
Christmas Eve the Sunday school
in Portland with relatives.
I to Aina where tfiey passed the week- entertained children and grown-ups
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow end with Mr. and Mrs. Frank O. with a tree and concert. A program
and son Bernard were dinner guests Harding.
of songs and recitations was present
Christmas of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Mrs. Mary Elkins is visiting in Port- ed and Santa was there to make the
Libby In Thomaston.
j land.
kiddies happy. Every child present
Miss Evelyn Teel spent the holiday \ Mrs. Mary Turner has closed her received a gift and bag of pop corn.
at her home in Bremen.
home on Main street and is passing The tree was very handsome in its
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hahn. Mr. and the winter with Mrs. Nelson Shuman j electrical display and much credit is
Mrs. Fred Colson. Miss Flora Colson, at Feyler's Corner.
i due all those who made the affair so
Ephraim Colson of Rockland and
Paul Rowe of Auburn has been successful. The teachers and superlntendent received gifts, also there
Gleason Perry of Camden visited Dr. visiting his father, Charles Rowe,
Arthur R. Greenleaf, who assumes were a few specials for other adults.
and Mrs. W. H. Hahn on Christmas
Eve.
the office of Lincoln County sheriff Miss Harriet Long gave a brief but in
W. H. Allen was a Christmas din- Jan. 1, has appointed Fred S. Sim- teresting talk on “Christmas In
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. mons of this town as deputy sheriff. France,” after which she presented
and Mrs. F. W. Barton with a
Magee.
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Bailey returned Rev.
handsome set of dishes, a gift from
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Davis of Sunday to Philadelphia.
the ladles' sewing circle, and an elec-

TOWN OF WARREN
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Warren, In the County of KnoxJ
for the year 1930
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town
of Warren aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection lor aald
Town on the first day of June. 1930. remain unpa<d; and notice Is hereby given
that If said taxes wltti interest and chaiges are not previously paid, so much ofl
the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including
Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at Thel
Town House n said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1931, at nlne|
o'clock A. M.

money for his college education In a maple sugar camp, where
the sap was running all the time.
He came np to Hickory as a fresh
io
12
II
9
Amount of Tax Dug I
man with a gorgeous red plaid
Including Interest and|
Description of Property
Name of Owner
Jacket, a weather-beaten complex
Charges
i
|l+
w
lb
ion, and a blush that rivaled red
17
I5
15
flannel
bash.
JOHN
W.
ACHORN
-Six
acres
bounded
North
and
West
by
land
of
Mason
w
Hank went ont for freshman
Tolman East bv land of C. F Andrews, bounded South by land
to
21
I8
19
»4 i
of D. M. Starrett.......................................................................................................
football, but Just couldn’t seem to
WILLIAM A ANTILLA—Two acres of land. Bounded North by Union
hang on to the bait Guy Wise, who
W
line. East by Road. South by land of Life Payson (Heirs),
3 26
SO
i
was a sophomore, lent him a derby
West by ...............................................................................................................•••-••
2X
Z3 o
WILLIAM ANDERSON- 3', acres. Located In East Warren
Bounded
and told him to carry lt around
W
North by land of J. A Dean. East by land of Samuel Mattson,
w
with him, which he did for a
South by land of John Cates. West by land of William Anderson ....
28
27
Zb
15
week, clutching lt solemnly. Hank
ADELBERT BUCKLIN EST.—Five acres of land
Bounded North by
Road. East by Back River. South by land of S. H. Creighton.
couldn't remember signals, either.
w
3 20
West
bv
land
of
Ballard
Libby
............................................................
........■■
He used to go round the
0 19
30
32
W. F. CALDERWOOD—T-acres of land. Bounded North by land of
campns muttering: l-ft-7-4-2—hike 1
F O Jameson. East by land of Harold Flanders. South by land
5 781
of L L. Mank. West by Waldoboro Town line .......................... .......
—1-9-7-4-2.
FRANK ERICKSON—18 acres of land. Bounded North by land of H.
3S
35 34
3b
37
It was at the sophomore-freshman
35
Waldron (Heirs), bounded East by land of A Oxton. South by
29 78l
Halloween party that Hank met his
land of John Dunn (Heirs). West by land of A. Farrington ...............
w
GEORGE ERICKSON iOR OWNER)—House, Outbuilding and two acres
co-ed.
She
was
Helen
Aull.
That
i
42,
^hhMry aiffiMfs MWvin Simmon^ i. Mrs Cora. Whwhenbaugh is visit- wc toiite limp Trim the adult class.
41
39
4°
of
land
Located
In
North
Warren.
Bounded
North
by
land
was the night that Guy Wise and
of Mrs Charles Mank. East by same. South by Road and West
Mr and Mrs Clarence Merton of
T" ,
•
°®Ce?
£aC?e,:S °f the
his aide kick, Herbie Aiby, pledged
19 681
by land of Mrs. Charles Mank ..... -................. .....................................
W 45
ERNEST HOWARD—15 acres of land. Bounded North by Town line,
4b
Hank to the fake fraternity Sigma
44
43
‘
the
holiday
recess
from
her
school
at
very
appreciative
one,
expressing
sin,
East
bv
laud
of
Isaac
Hobbs
(Heirs)
south
by
land
ol
Thaddeus
Alpha Phi, and Hank, his face red
7 05 I
w
Mr and Mrs George Giles of Stamford. Conn., with her mother, cere thanks both for the thoughtful- ,
foTcres of land..... Seated on
der than ever with pride, showed
48
49
47
ness of the givers and for the attrac- ‘ JOHN road
HE to Patterson
- ------- ----- Bounded North hv
Bridge
by Road, East
Bast bv
by
1
Helen the supposed pledge pin Boothbav Harbor recently visited Mr. Mrs- Wllliam McLaughlin.
land of A L G. Hills, South by land of J. Ahola. West by land
which they had given him, utterly and Mrs' Melvin Simmons at Hatchet The opening ball given Christmas I tive gifts. The evening was pleas27 251
GEORGE°JONES
D
*OR
°OWNERJ^21
acres
of
land.
Bounded
North
by
unconscious of the humor of Its in | Cove
i night in the Medomak athletic hall antly passed by all and especially
50
land of C F Wotton (Heirs), East by land of B. W. Carroll
signia—S. A. P. And he asked to I Mr and Mrs. Stanley Po'and were proved an enjoyable occasion. About was it a happy one for the children.
(Hefls°. £uth by land of A. Copeland. West by land of Orbeton
take her home.
, guests of Mr and Mrs.'Clinton Stahl 350 were present and the dancing con-----------------9 071
It was that night, too, that the In Waldoboro over Christmas.
E W ^KINNEY—Six acres of land. Bounded North by land of W^ B.
,
tinned
until
an
early
morning
hour.
|
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
McIntyreTand South by same. East by land of J Orbeton.
sophomores raised Christy’s corpse.
Mr. and Mrs. LaForest R. Burns enThe community tree sponsored by
5 79 I
1-Guess
9-A vegetable
39-Junebug
West by land of N. E. Leach .................................................. ....... .......... ..
Christy Curley, they said, was an tertained Capt. and Mrs. James Burns the Board of Trade in the Medomak
J
dprant Brtdees andTDr C ■ERNEST
KNIGHT—One outbuilding and 10 acres of land. Bounded
6- Combat
IC-Sheltered side
49-The chief of evil
escaped Inmate of the Institute for Christmas Day.
™
East by land of Mason Tolman. South by Road. West by land
athletic
hall
Christmas
Eve
was
ati
«
P
o™Lffine
swnt
CTrsffma^ith
7- Unit of work and
11- Decay
spirits
9 58 1
the insane, and had been found the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Winchenpaw tended by a large number of citizens
W^JIKKOLA—21acres of land
Located White Oak
energy
42-To spread loosely
12- Deface
week before with his throat cut spent the holidav in Framingham, and their guests. Charles Rowe wel- Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson in Rock- NFSTOR
Meadows
Bounded" South by land of D W Merry. West by
9-Rertaining to place
13- Moved proudly, at I
for drying
open from ear to ear. The mom Mass., guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene corned the audience; remarks were ,5:'
3 00
of punishment
<3-The upper air
horse, with high
was In utter darkness when Herb Clark
made by Rev. Alexander Stewart and
ZtK’r WILLIAM A McLAIN—House. Barn and 50 acres of land Located
11-Kingdom
45-Tongue of a vehicle
steps
Warren and Camden Road. Bounded North by land of A. B. Conic
Alby told the story to tbS shud
----------------Rev. George Collins led in prayer. The
vPnaih^ven
V
13- Suffix meaning
15-A chart
and M D Watts. East by A. H. Copeland, South by .and of A. T.
(pi.)
dering frosh. As the hoarse tones
33 56
•■footed"
Oxton.
West by land of Man. Watts ............. ............ ................... —•••••
17-Clattered
47-Little island in
SOUTH WALDOBORO ^esVmm^’and ™ ° ‘(tt Everett Withee and Jack Black arof his voice whispered the ghastly
PARKER—15 acres of land. Located N E Warren Ellis
14- Citrous fruit
19-Gains
inland waters
Mrs. Jennie Simmons of Lawry wZ’u and ?XtM i£ufloTsong" ’rived home Wednesday night. They GEORGE
words, there slithered In a lone,
Starrett lot. Bounded North by land of C. F. Wotton (Heirs).
16-Propeller
49-A title
21-Directed a missile
East by Road to South Hope. South by land of Ira Rollins
white figure with a crimson gash spent the Christmas vacation with her
ve<.i.ations by the cbild'
", ,h; have beefl
working in Thorndike. *
4 53
15- Passion
50-Examined by means'23-Rodent
(Heirs). West bv Road to Stevens' Mill ........................................................
MeffiTdls? an^ Bagt ""sSnX {
"T^kTanJ “
across Its throat There was a | daughter. Mrs. Frank Pitcher.
O F PETTEE—Seven acres of land. Located Great Easter Road (so20-Consume
of a portion or
24- Part of a fish
howl
of
terror,
the
crash
of
a
chair
called)
Bounded
North
by
land
of
G.
W
Starrett
and
C.
E.
Rev. Henry E. Ulmer of East Vas- schools. A Christmas plav was given
un.^ „■„<■ d'i
21- A gentle breeze
specimen
29- The great artery
Sfanett East bv land of J. A. Skinner (Heirs), West by laud
overturned, and a gasping, shriek salboro. missionary of the American by the Qirl scouts. Santa Claus disErnest Withee was the winner of a
22- Organ of hearing
of Orbeton & Crawford at K. Matthews, South by land of
30- Nocturnal mammal
ing figure hurtled through the room ;S. S. Union, was a caller Wednesday tributed presents to the children at turkey for his Christmas dinner.
VERTICAL
3 26
Wotton (Heirs) ........................................................................................................
24- Evergreen tree
32-lrrigate
and out the nearest door. When the at the home of Alvin Wallace.
In connection with the Christmas JAMES ROLLINS—Seven acres of land. Bounded North and South
1- A river in Poland
the
close
of
the
exercises.
The
hall
25- Negative reply
34- Fish eggs
by land of C. F Wotton (Heirs). East by land of D. M. Starrett
lights flashed on, the corpse was
tree at the Methodist Church Sundav
26- To force down
2- Mountains between 25- Distant
4 02
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur O. Pitcher was beautifully decorated for the oc- evening, a fine program was rendered
and West by land of William Fogler .............................................. ............
gone, and so was Hank Spriggins.
REED A DAVIS—33 acres of land Bounded North by land of Moody
27- Du 11
Europe and Asia
35- To strike gently
arrived
home
Saturday
from
three
casion
in
holiday
colors
and
lights,
He
did
not
appear
again
that
night,
by
the
children
of
the
Sundav
school
&
Jameson.
East
by
land
of
Clarence
Tolman.
South
by
E.
R.
28- By
3- ltalian river
38-The (French)
weeks' visit with their son Curtis of ,
-----------------v ! and members of the choir. The con12 10
Moodv West by land of J. Mank (Heirs) ....................................................
and Helen went home alone.
29- lnsect
4- Observed
40- A bristle
RUHELA—312acres of- land
Located at Highland. Bounded
Milton, Mass.
,
It is said that domestic servants are cert was under the direction of Grace JOHNonA North
Two
nights
later
Helen
Aull
snug

by land formerly B Knowlton. East by Road to Watts'
31-Lately made
5- Time period
41- Part of the face
The
school
children
obser
.d
becoming
taller.
Wen>
wel]
.
,
t
only
st0nley
Mary
Trask
and
Luena
gled close to the caressing shoulder
Corner. South by land Edwin Keating and West by land of A. A.
33-Greek god of love
6- V-shaped piece for !4-Pronoun
means that the china will have a Holmes. Each child received'several
of Bull Blffer. He wa3 the star Christmas at the church Dec. 19.
Kennedy and S. Crane (Heirs).
35-Obese
splitting
4f-A cover
tt,,—___ .... r___ d_ *__ __ , .____
onger Hictonon
distance tn
to foil
fall, TLn
20 acres of land. Located a» Highland
Bounded North by
tackle on the team of Punchertown fine program was carried out auu ]lonanr
The
Humorpresents
from
the
tree
and
the
pas
37-A small valley
8-A stare (Scot.)
land of C Morse iHelrs). East by land of Ira Robinson (Heirs),
,48-A month (abbr.l
each
number
was
heartily
applauded.
j
s
t
Prep. And right now he was try
i tor’s familv was also well remembered.
South by Oyster River.
After
the
exercises
Santa
Claus
ap™
___________________________
ing to persuade Helen that on next
15 acres of land Located at Highland (Clark lot). Bounded North
i.rotution To Previous Puzzle)
----------- ~
by land of W I Barrcws iDow loti. East and South by land of
Saturday she ought to root for his peared and the many gifts on the tree
6 80 ,
Mrs.
T P Carroll. West by Oyster River ........................... -........................
were
distributed
among
the
children.
TOWN
OF
ST.
GEORGE
team when they met the cubs of
Tl
EDWARD
A. STUDLEY -20 acres of land. Located near Mt. Pleasant.
VINALHAVEN
Hickory. Helen would pet, but she 1 Much credit is due the teacher Mrs.
Bounded North by land of W E. Leach. East by land of A. T.
i Madeline Kane for her untiring ef- s
state of Maine
Russell. South by land of Frank Butler and West by Road to
wouldn’t promise.
7 05
Schools opened Monday with the
South Hope .......................-..... ...............................................................................
sltuated ln the Town of 8t- aeor8e- ln the County
“I’ll tell you one thing, though,” I forts to make the affair such a sue- of K^tt,fdort^sveoaDr
JOHN W THORCKMORTON—Hl'ise. Outbuilding.
acre land
same teachers excepting the eighth she cooed softly. “If that sap Hank
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the
Located Main Stiect Bounded North by land of Main Street. East
grade in the Lincoln building which Spriggjns gets Into the game, all
Town of St. George, for the year 1930 .committed t,o m« fo- collection for said
by land of C A G. Simmons, South by land of P. S. Hilton,
town, on the 29th day of April, 1930, remain unpaid: and notice is hereby given
will be taught by Helen Orcutt; also you have to do Is yell ‘Christy’s
52 50
West bv land of O. D. Gould ......................................................... -................
that if said taxes, interest and charges are not previously
so much of the GERALD TOWLE—115 acres of land. Located ln Pleasantville. Eastern
EAST WASHINGTON
Lida Ames will substitute for Marie Corpse’ In his ear. and he’ll drop
real estate taxed as Is sufficient to Dav the amount, due therefor. Including in
Road to Union. Bounded North by land of C. E. Starrett. A. L.
Teele one week In the Washington the ball like a hot potato.” For
Overlock’s orchestra played at terest and charges, will be sold at public auction at I. O. O. F. Hall, ln said town,
Jones and Albert Copeland. East by land of C. E Starrett. South
the first Monday of February. 1931. at nine o'clock A M
by land of G W. Starrett and Town of Warren. Philip Lane.
building.
any woman who Is left to go home East Palermo Friday night to a on
Names nf Owners
Description of Rei’ F«tite
on Real
60 08
F K Matthews. C. E Starrett. West by Georges Rlter .......................
Louise libbv and Gertrude Vinal alone Is like Helen Aull.
crowded house.
KPAMRISCH A7.TMAN AND BUP.G ALIO—Lnnd DIxL 10. Vn'ue S200
$11 00 ELIZABETH H VEIOA—Five acres of land. Location Negro Town.
who spent Christmas in Boston
OF IRADEI.L T. DAVIS—Land, two Acres, In Gist 4. Value $50 .....
2 75
Saturday was one of those days I E. Burnell Overlock arrived from FST.
Bounded North by land of H. R McIntyre. East by land of O. B.
W. GRIDLEY—House. Barn and Land. In Dist 16. 5 Acres.
returned Saturday, making the trip fashioned for football and fall wed Lincoln, B. I., Dec. 19 to spend the OBEDBounded
Libby, South by S S. Peters (Helrsl. West by land of E. H. Beebe
3 26
North bv Shaw, East bv Harbor Lots, South by
CARRIE A WENTWORTH I OR OWNER I—12 acres of land. Location
from Rockland by plane.
dings. Hank was early on the field; Christmas vacation at the home of
Dttchett. West by Cove. Value on land $200 Value on buildings
E
Road
to
Union
Bounded
North
by
land
of
F.
C.
and
W
M.
Moses Webster Lodge. f .&A.M.. will the coach hadn't told him not to his parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles
S500. Total value $700 ................................................. ......................................
38 SO
Leach East bv Road South bv land of Addie Metcalf, West
No. 2. Woodlot. 20 Acres Va'ue $150 ..................................
8 25
confer the fel’owcraft degree on two come. Twenty Jerseys were provid E. Overlock.
by land of J. Williams and J. Hills (Helrsl ..............................................
10 84
W. E ADAMS—House. Barn, and I-and In Dlst. 16. 10 Acres. Bounded
FRED P WINSLOW—3’- acres of land. Location Highland come to
candidates tonight.
W. M. Prescott returned Dec. 23
ed and on the team Hank ranked
North by Dltchett, East by Sorqulst. South bv Elghwav. West
Camden
Road
bounded
North
by
Iand
of
Silas
Watts
East
and
bv Hlehwav. .Value $850 ....................................... ............................................
— Kendall Hatch returned Saturday •2L So he sat jerseyless at the far from a trip of several days duck
46 75
South by land of Seth Crane (Heirs). West by land of Keating
HOEDKTE- Cottage and Land. 1 2-3 Acres In Dlst. 5. Value
to Boston having spent the holiday end of the bench and watched his hunting at Bath. He brought horn- ALBERT
3 00
(P.elrs) ......................................-................................................................................
on land $250. Value on but’dln ,s $400. Total Value $650 ...................
35 75 FRANCIS
E. PARKS—House, three Outbuildings. 50 acres of land.
| with his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. team fight back the terrific on 14 ducks to show his friends ^hat he
No. 2 GaraCTe and Work Shoo Value $!00 ...........................................
5 50
Location
North
Warren.
Bounded
North
by
Union
Line.
East
by
Fred K Coombs. He is employed slaughts of Bull Blffer and his ! was a good marksman.
CHARLES A. JOHNSON—House. Lot and Garage. >!, Acre. In Dlst 10
land of Melzar Payson and C. Erickson. South by land of E. B.
Value on land $50. Value otz-bulldincs $375. Bounded North by
Miss Irene Hibbert of Razorville
vita the Eoston Safe Deposit and Punchertown Ponnders. At the
Calderwood. West -by land of A. Cummings.
Carlson. East by Johnson. South bv John.-on. West by Highway
House, one Outbuilding. 60 acre3 of land. Location North Warren.
| Trust Co.
. \<
end of the third quarter the score ; was a caller at the home of Mrs.
Total value $425 Balance due on Real Estate ............... ................... '
8 38
Bounded North by land of C. E Bicknell & Sion. East by land of
A. H. BOND—Land. In Dlst. 16. 30 Acres. Bounded North by Grldlev.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Delano have was 0-0.
Clara Overlock Friday.
D. R Cummings. South by land of E. S Crawford. George Libby
East by Sorqulst. South by Adams, West by Cove Value’$175 ..
9 63
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Light were
moved into the McDonald-Patterson
When the last quarter opened
and E. H. Whitney. West by land of Abtatha Cummings.
„
,
JOSEPH T SIMMONS.
40 acres of land
Location N Warren (Boggs Lot). Bounded.
j residence on Main street for the
there were only three cub regulars i Christmas Day guests at the home of
Dec. 19. 1930.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of St. George. Maine
North by land of N. C. Crawford. East and South by land of G. B.
winter months Mr. and Mrs. Free- on the field. Only two men be ' their daughter Mrs. Blanche Rokes
153-T-3
Young, and West by Waldoboro Line
............... -...................
102 00
land Delano and daughter Phyllis ol sides Hank were on the bench. Bull in North Burkettville.
SAMUEL II. DOE—18 acres of land. Bounded North by land of Prank
Butler. East by Road to South Hope. South by land of C. F.
Mrs. Lottie Prescott was in Rock
Rockland were their guests over the Blffer and his gang tore loose.
Wotton (Heirs), West by land of W E. Leach ................. . ....................
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
22 20
After a tough line rush two cub sub land last week.
holiday.
E. S. SPEAR
Mrs. Clara Overlock, Burnell Over
Ernest Hatch and son Kenneth re stitutes were taken out for In
Dec.
22. 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Warren.
STATE OF MAINE
turned Fridav to Portland having juries. Hank sat on the bench lock and Mr. and Mrs. George Finley
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of North Haven, Maine, ln the
of Razorville motored to Augusta on County of Knox, for-the year 1930
alone.
spent Christmas with relatives.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the Town
The ball was on Hickory's 15- a business and pleasure trip lact of North
Mrs. Harris Golt and Mrs Myrtle
TOWN OF OWL’S HEAD
Haven. Maine aforesaid, for t'he year 1930, committed to me for collection
Kent and daughter Lurla. who were yard llne, third down, two yards Monday.
for said Town on the twelfth day of May, 1930, remain unpaid; and notice is
STATE OF MAINE
hereby given that If said taxes with interest and charges are not previously paid,
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. to go. Punchertown was dead set
so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Owl’s Head, ln the County of
Orcutt 'have returned to Swan's on crashing through. With all his
NORTH WARREN
Including interest and charges will be sold without further notice at public Knox, for the year 1930.
strength Bull hurled himself into
Island.
at Crockett’s Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1931 at
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town
Yeung people from near and far auction
nine o’clock A. M.
The installation of De Valois Com- the line plunge. When the heap
of Owl s Head aforesaid, for the year 1930 committed to me for collection for said
..
. _
Amount of Tax Due
Town on the fifth day of May. 1930, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that
mandery will take place next Friday was finally untangled ,the hall enjoyed the excellent skating on Name
of Owner
Descilptlon of Property
Interest and Charges if said taxes with interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the
was seven ‘inches
of ,h
the‘ line, Seven Tree pond last week.
evening at Masonic hall.
1'" “short
u ' "*
Not Included
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest
The
Finnish
people
had
a
gather

aDd
Seamy
Stoppam
was
sitting
on
MRS
VIRGINIA
CALLARY
—
17
’
<
acres
of
land
Value
$2000
00.
Bound
and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at Town House
E. A. £ nalley returned Friday
ed North and South by shore. East by land of F W Benson. West
ing
at
White
Oak
Grange
hall
the
ground
with
his
ankle
turned
ln said Town, on the first Monday in February. 1931. at nine o’clock A. M.
from Thomaston.
by land of Duncan Chaplin ................................................................................
79 20
Christmas Eve. There were about
The Christmas picture “Man under him,
FRANK
BEVERAGE.
Amount of Tax Due
“Get in there, Spriggins,” rasped 100 present and a Christmas tree,
Dec. 20. 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North Haven. Maine
Trouble." featuring Dorothy MacKail
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and
153-T-3
Charges
and Milton Sills was well attended. the coach. “Here, one of you guys lunch and dancing were enjoyed.
By
Miss Phyllis Snowman of Rock
A masked ball followed with music give him a shirt” The Jersey hit
land
spent
the
weekend
with
her
CORELLA WEEKS-Lot, with the buildings thereon, bounded as fol
Hank
in
the
head
;
as
he
dragged
it
the Fakers. Prizes were awarded:
J. S. FLETCHER by
TOWN OF VINALHAVEN
lows: North by land of George Hurd. East by Charles Clark and
Ladies, 1st. to Grace Gray and over his shoulders he looked for the aunt Mrs. Stillman V/hitney.
George Hurd. South by Peake. Tibbetts and Jackson. West by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
W.
Mank
and
son
number.
It
was
13.
STATE
OF
MAINE
Fred Burpee or owners. Value of land $450. Buildings $300.
Blanche Wadsworth as Hawaiian
As he ran, a little bewildered, Donald. Mr. and Airs. L. E. Mank,
Knox Registry, Book 147. Page 439 ......................................... . ......................
38 32
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Vinalhaven. ln the County of
i cirls; 2d. Ethel Young. Peggy doll:
Knox. lor the year 1930
HOWARD WALTZ HEIRS OR OWNERS—A lot of about 40 Acres bound
across
the
field,
Bull
Blffer
marked
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
A.
Hawes
and
chil

13d, Dorothy Thomas, Amelia Eared as follows: on North by Town Road; East by V. B Perry. South
The
following
list
of
taxes
on
real
estate
of
non-resident
owners
in
the
Town
of
dren of Union and Mr. and Mrs.
for his own.
by Lewis Arey. West by Peter Pepplcello. Knox Registry. Book 185.
hart; men’s 1st, Ralph Doughty as him
aforesaid, for the year 1930, committed to me for collection for said
Hank crouched low for the sig Elroy Beverage and children of Hope Vinalhaven
Page 295. Value of land $350 ................................. -........................................
Town on the 10th day of July. 1930. remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that
18 67
Rip Van Winkle; 2d, Homer Gray, a nal.
Was it some enemy
“
1-9-7-4-2!
”
barked
Howie
If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the JOHN J. NEWBORG—A lot bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at a
spent
Christmas
with
Mrs.
Mabel
fire cracker' 3d. Bert Smith, scissors Callsam. “Hike! 1-8-4-13." At the Cross in Thomaston.
stake 'and stones at sea shore, thence N. 11 deg., W. by Moses
real
estate
taxed
as
Is
sufficient
to
pay
the
amount
due
therefor,
including
interest
from the diamond
Hurd’s land one hundred rods to the corner bound of land of
grinder.
charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at Memorial
Hank sprang automatically
Miss Gertrude Mank is home from and
Oliver Hurd; thence S. 79 deg. W. thirty three rods to^rstake
Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday ln February. 1931, at nine o'clock A. M.
Lillian Ross left Sunday for Bos number
fields of Africa or
Into
the
air.
That
was
his
num

and stones; thence S. 11 deg. fi. by land set off to Eunice
Rockland.
ton. having spent the Christmas va
Crockett ninety-eight rods to the shore aforesaid, then easterly
He’d have to get the ball. It
Amount of Tax Due
was it some family
cation with her parents Mr. and Mrs. ber.
and northerly as the shore runs to the bounds first mentioned
Name
of
Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and
was a forward pass, and as It sailed
Value of land $215 .................................................................................................
13 83
Charges
James Ross.
over hia head. Hank gave a great
HEIRS of AVA STAPLES—Bounded on.North by Ballyhac Road; East
feud which caused
Mrs. Margaret Kossuth of Boston leap Into the air and came down
by Helen Coffey; South by Helen Coffey; West by heirs of Charlea
JOSEPH
TYLER
—
Land
bought
of
Chelsea
Calderwood.
Land
bounded
I is at Sunny Slope Farm.
Crowley; Another lot bounded on North by Charles Hanlon
Salim Mazaroff to be
with lt clutched to his chest The
gffifdTfr
grave
North by land of Mr. Emerson, East by land of C. O. Dyer. South
Heirs; South by town road; East by Donald Wiley and west by
Installation of officers of the Ladles crowd groaned. Bull Blffer was cut
by Long Cove South by land of Rebecca Leadbetter heirs. Value
Wltham Bros. In both lots about 45 Acres. Value $200 ................. ..
11 34
done to death in the
of land $1000 .........................................................................................................
$56 20 JOHN S KEMPTON OR MAY V. TRESCOTT—A lot with the buildings
of the G.A.R. will take place next ting across the field right for Hank.
DODD
BROS.
GRANITE
CORP.
INC.
—
Green
’
s
Island
situated
at
entrance
j Friday evening.
thereon bounded as follows: North by Town Road. East by shore.
He circled behind him and shrieked
to Carver’s Harbor. Value $3250 Including land and buildings .......
181 18
peaceful precincts of
South by Farm and Shore Improvement Co.; West by Farm
Everett Libby is on a business trip In his ear, “Christy’s Corpse 1”
One half land known as the Elizabeth Crockett Lot located on
and Shore Improvement Co. Value of land $750. Buildings
the North East Shore of Sands Cove, containing 47,500 square
.; in Aroostook County.
his old home town?
With one yell Hank fled down the
$1350 ......................................................................................................................... 104 34
feet more or less. Rectangular ln shape, bounded on North
Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis, who field, clutching the ball because he
WILLIAM
H. ELLIOTT—Lot. with the buildings thereon, bounded as
by Sands Quarry Lot. East by Harbor Quarry Lot, South by
follows:
Beginning
on
the
division
line
of
lot
now
or
formerly
Here is a typical
> | were guests Christmas of Mr. and had nothing else to cling to. Bull
Shore, West by land Ingerson heirs. Value $100......................................
We believe “a satisfied cus
of David Crockett heirs at the Southeast corner of land hereby
Harbor Quarry property so called, bound on East by land of E. L.
i i Mrs. L. W. Sanborn have returned to Blffer panted behind him; as those
conveyed; thence West by South 60 rods to division line of land
tomer is the best advertise
J. S. Fletcher story
Qoumbs and others. South by town way, West by land of H. W.
j Rockland.
formerly occupied by Jonathan Lassell; thence on said division
pursuing footsteps sounded louder.
Fifleld, A. B. Arey and others. West by property of Jane E. Hopkins
ment,” and on that principle,
line North by West 60 rods, more or less, to Maker’s Cove; thence
,'
Mrs.
Marie
Teele
and
son
Maurice
and others. Value $200.00 .................................................................................
13 44
which will engage
Hank clung closer to the comfort
our business is increasing.
by the shore of said Cove Northeasterly to land occupied now or
Land
known
as
the
Stone
Yard
Lot,
situated
on
the
East
side
have returned from Rockland.
able ball, shrieked to the heavens,
formerly by David Crockett; thence on division line of said land
We
shall
be
very
glad
to
ad

of Sand’s Cove, containing four acres, more or less, bounded
your keenest interest
Olaf Holmguist is confined to his and ran faster. When at last his
South by East. 60^rods more or less, to first bounds, con
on North 'and East by Harbor Quarry Lot, on Sout|i by shore
vise you on the selection of a
taining 23 acres, more or less. Also another lot bounded as follows;
home with a broken leg, caused by a pursuer felled him, he was over
and Smith's Point. Value $200.00 ................................................................
13 44
suitable Memorial for your
up to the very end.
Beginning on the Town Road at dorner of land now or formerly
Land known as the Ingerson Lot, located on the Highway lead
fall on the ice Christmas morning Punchertown’s goal line.
owned by John Foster; thence North 50 deg. East 11 rods; thence N.
Cemetery plot.
ing from Vinalhaven Village to Granite Island, bounded on North
while stepping aside for a passing
5 deg. West, 21 rods to stake at high water mark ln the brook;
by land H. L. Lunt. on East by land of Ora Jones, on South by
The
stand
went
wild.
And
as
thence Northwesterly by the brook to the cove; thence Westerly
automobile.
*
t Hank was borne grandly off the
land of Oscar Nelson, on W’est by land of Bradford Bray and
by the shore to the line of said Foster lot; thence South 5 deg
10
72
others,
containing
4
acres
more
or
less.
Value
$150
...............................
Frances Macintosh and Doris i field he looked down at the girls
Wm.
E. Dornan & Son
West, by the same. 46 rods to the first mentioned bounds
Sands Quarry Wharf, so called. Including buildings located on
Stordhal returned Monday to Rock- ' who sat, worshiping. In the bleach
containing 3 acres more or less. Value of land $175.00. Value
29 82
East side of Sands Cove. Value $500.00 .......................................................
of
buildings $100.00 ............................ ...............................................................
land.
24 40
Sixteen shares Sands' Quarry property. Value $400.00 .......................
20 01
ers. Among them, and without the
Inc.
HEIRS OF GEORGE BOGGS—Land bounded on North by E. S. Mont
Fernald Boarding House so called, on above described land as
escort
of
Bull
Blffer,
sat
Hank
’
s
gomery
heirs and Mina King;
East by Josephine Blodgettthe Stone Yard Lot. Value of buildings $100.00 ................................
Read This
EAST UNION, ME.
South by said Blodgett and a right of way; West by Haskell and
However, there is one advantage in co-ed. From his seat on the top of
Compressor Bulldlng on same lot. Value $50.00 ...................................
heirs of Minnie Holman. Value of land $50.00 .......................................
Blacksmith Shop on land known as the Elizabeth Crockett Lot.
117T-tf
reeding the novel before seeing the the world. Hank waved his hand at
4 00
Thrilling Tale in
BANCROFT
SCHOOL—Land and buildings. Bounded as follows Begin
Value $25.00. ............................ .......................................... X?............ 'CL
film version; it makes lt more diffl- Helen Ault
ning at southeasterly corner of land of Levi Leadbetter on
Land and Quarry property known as WharfTs Quarry bounded
(Copyright*
I cult to guess the plot of the picture.—
Owl’s Head Harbor, thence Northerly by said Lead better’s land
on North by land of Fred H. Hall and shore of Long Cove. East
to Owl’s Head Bay. thence Northerly-Easterly and Southerly by
’and South by land of Peaslee & Bunker, on West by shore.
i Detroit News.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
29 82
the shore to the Northeastern corner of land formerly owned by
Reform at It* Peak
STEAMBOAT CO.
William Merriman; thence Westerly by land formerly of said Mer
Wharf and Power House located at WharfTs Quarry. Value of
29 82
riman to North westerly corner of said Merriman, thence south
The most magnificent optimist of
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
10 72
erly by said Merriman’s land to Owl's Head Harbor; thence west
Lot of land bought of J. S. Black District No^5. Value fSO.OO
leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
all times Is the reformer who has A.Steamer
4 80
erly by said Harbor to place of beginning..
M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25, CHARLES L. CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry Property. Value $50.00
started ont to make lt a germless Vinalhaven
Another lot situated on Ash Island, in the town of Owl’s Head,
8.15, due to arrive at Rock MRS. CHARLOTTE CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry Property. Value
being the middle portion of the northeast half of said Ash Island,
world by abolishing kissing.
land about 9.30.
MRS.$ HENRIETTA CARVER PERRlNE^Three shares Sands Quarry

b

i7

B

1

The

Mazaroff
Mystery
7 7 7 7 ?

Memorials

The Courier-Gazette

TOOLS FOR WINTER WORK
C?

ICE 1 UUL5

LUMBERMEN'S
TOOLS
3330

We have them, everything you need—and the
price is right. Kendall & Whitney have been serv
ing the ice and lumber business for a great many
years, with the kind of tools they need and the
kind of tools workmen like to use. If you cannot
conveniently come in, write for our catalog.
FARM, DAIRY

end

P! LNDALL
TCDCRAL ond

They Do That Very Thing

Too many of our beauties look
Impromptu—as if they were made
up as they went along.—Lafayette
Journal and Courier.
Limited Knowledge

About all the average tnan knows
about radio Is that It's fundament
ally sound.—Arkansas Gazette.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Mein Street
Thomeeton, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS

TEMPI I

5 WHITNEY
I
STS.

PORTLAND

MAINE

Telephone Connection

Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
Property. Value $75.00 ...................................... -..................................... ;.... .
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's MRS. MARY D. CHAFFEE—Land bounded on North and East by land
Island about 6.00 P. M.
of J. Murray Howe, on South by land of C. L. Calderwood.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
West by shore of Thoroughfare. Value $675.00 .......................................
143-tf FREDERICK CONVERSE—Land bounded on North by George Aggaslz.
East by shore of Polly Cove, South by land of Tucker Daland.
West by land of George A. Strong. Value $950.00 ...................................
LIBBY & BURCHELL FISHERIES CO.. INC.—Land and buildings known
as the Fish Wharf, situated east side of ’Carver’s Harbor. ' con
R. W. TYLER
sisting of Fish plant. Cold storage. Glue Factory. Smoke House.
Coal Shed. Salt House and other buildings, including Wharves.
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
Permanent and Installed Machinery. Land bounded on North
bv land of Mrs. H. W. Smith Wstate. East by land of Mrs. H W.
NEW BICKNELL
Smith estate. Mrs. M. W. Chilles. Llewellyn Smith and others.
South by land of Charles E. Young, and iand of J. J^oppW Co..
Phone 710
P. O. Box 359
Inc.. West by Carver's Harbor. Value of land $7,500.00. Value of
135tf
buildings $12,500.00 ....................................... ................. ....................... ..............
GEORGE B SMITH ESTATE—Land and bulldlng. Land bounded on
North by Pond Street, East by land of Laverne Gross. South by
same. West by Winifred Murch. Value of land $50.00. Value of

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

Dentist
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. ME
Telephone 915-M
Sltf

LOUi'sEWAREHAM '

6 18
39 38
54 15

152-8-2
1.078 93

DENTAL NOTICE
31 18

Land and buildings. Land bounded on North
hv East Main Street. East by land of Mrs Frank Bogren. South
bv land of I. W. and H. W. Flfield. West by land of Mrs. F. L.
94 10
Littlefield. Value of land $200 00. Value of buildings $1.500 00 .......
C. E. BOMAN,
Dec. 19, 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Vinalhaven, Me.

MRS

bounded as follows: On the west by land owned by C. C. Lane;
on the south by land owned by the Penobscot Syndicate; on the
east by land formerly owned by Jdhn L. Donohue and on the
north by the waters of Penobscot Bay. Value of land $4300.
Buildings $6000. (Knox Registry. BoOk 220, Page 266) ............................
510 95
JOHN T. DIMICK-Land and building thereon bounded as follows:
Beginning at Southwest corner lot No. 84 thence north 84 deg.
East 80 ft., thence northerly 70 ft. to stake and stones at
southeast corner lot No. 91, thence Westerly 80 ft., thence southerly
70 ft. to place of beginning. Being lots No. 83 and 84. Value
of land $100. Buildings $900. (Plah O. H. Tripp in 1891 Knox
Reg.. Book 200. Page 300) ................*.................................................................
52 06
R. J. PHILBROOK.
Dec. 19, 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Owl’s Head. Me.

153-T-i

DR. J. H. DAMON

DR. E. L SCARLOTT

Is back in his office for the winter 35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
and wil) make appointments each day ‘
Osteopathic Physician
from 10 to 2
'
Ttltphona 136
130TStf

Every-Other-Day

THOMASTON

WARREN

ROCKLAND
FIRE ALARM

Hints For Homemakers

If you don’t get Comfort and Satisfaction for the
Mr. and Mrs. John Mason of North
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills entertained!
By Jane Rogers
Easton, Mass., who have spent the
Mr. and Mrs. John Mills and family
Money You Spend on Your Home
The new districts and numbers.
Christmas season with her parents,
and Mrs. Lawrence Mills of Rockland
23—Broadway west to Oliver street.
SEE MIKE ARMATA
Mr. and Mrs. John tianley, left Sat
iat dinner Christmas.
21—Grace west to Broad.
urday for their home.
y
Crescent Temple, Pythian Sisters,
and Hire his Modern 7-Room Home in Rockland’s
26—Oliver west to West Meadow.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Fales who , g
i enjoyed their annual Christmas tree
28—Crescent and Thomaston to Me
have employment in Hebron, are oc- £
Friday evening. A pleasant social
Up-to-the-Minute Apartment House
chanic.
cupying their home at Mill River for 9
time was spent, following the distri
Seven Rooms with Bath, Sun Porch, Fireplace, Ga
32—Purchase West to orange.
two weeks.
bution of gifts.
*
39—All west of Broadway to
rage, Heat, Janitor Service—Every Modern Idea—
Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson of Boston I
Mrs. Ida Libbey spent Christmas
Pleasant.
who has been with her uncle, Edward
J with Mr. and Mrs. George Teague.
41—Pleasant and Park and all west
$40 00 PER MONTH
Brown, for two days, went Monday
Mrs. A. O. Spear returned Sunday
of Bridge.
evening to Camden, where she will
I from Weymouth, Mass., where she
No Water To Pay For—No Coal To Pay For
NOW FORMING
56— No. Main and-Maverick to Old
visit her sister, Mrs. William McAuley
passed the week with Mr. and Mrs.
I County Itoad.
Fine Neighbors, Neat and Immaculate, Even Electric
Howard Batchelder, having motored
before returning home.
57— Old County Itoad to Juniper
A cottage prayer meeting of theI
through with Mr. and Mrs. Orett .
Door Opener and Speaking Tube
at
Hill.
Baptist Church will be held at the !
Robinson.
58— Lake Avenue to Rockville town
Cedar St. at Brewster, Opp. Christian Science Church
home of William Newbert, Wadsworth
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes of Union
line.
have named their new daughter Nor- I
street, this Tuesday evening at 7
59— All north of Waldo Avenue to
ma Grace.
o'clock.
Call ati Glen street.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley were |
Thursday evening at 7 o'clock there
Instructions—If a fire develops in
HESE days when a rigidly eco
Park St., Opp. Park Theatre
Rockland
I dinner guests Thursday of Miss Har- :
will be a devotional meeting in the
nomical home menu is fre | your neighborhood simply telephone
riet Hahn and Miss Susie Hahn.
Baptist vestry.
quently a necessity, how to assure "Eire Station—Emergency” and tell
Henry V. Starrett is suffering from ,
Mrs. W. H. Clark of Lewiston was .
the location, exactly, of the blaze, the
maximum health and food value at
a recent painful accident caused by'
a recent guest of Mrs. David Romayne 1
the horse belonging to him stepping I ~
,_
,
.
..
„ the least cost is an important prob crew will do the rest.
Gleason street.
on his foot and knocking him over Mrs. Percy French, Mrs. Susie Phil- Pleasantville had. an exceptionally lem. A greater use of cereal foods
The Crusaders will meet in the
THOMASTON, MAINE
backwards, straining the leg muscles. brook and Miss Barbara Perry of nice Christmas present Thursday as lunch and supper dishes, as well
The present boxes .and locations:
junior room of the Baptist vestry |
morning—a lusty eight-pound boy. as for breakfast, is one way to
Bnejamin Perry has an all-electric Thomaston.
Wednesday at 4 o’clock.
25
Main Street, Corner Limerock
Carl and Gerald Reever returned Mrs. Edward Leonard is caring for solve it. A dish of cornflakes and
radio installed.
The annual business meeting of the
27 Pacific and Mechanic streets,
cream provides about one and a
Monday to Beverly, Mass., after. Mrs. Young.
Lloyd
Benner
of
Rockland
called
on
Congregationalist Society will be held j
near Snow's Store
144-tf
The Cuckoo Club met with Mr. and half times the food value of a serv
Edwin Crawford in North Warren spending a few days with their
in the church vestry next Friday eve- ^2lSi3.,2..a3t3ij,5iS<s.i£i-,?.2-,
ing of Rirloin steak, at a fraction 29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
grandparents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Mrs.
Alvah
Simmons
Saturday
eveChristmas
Day.
ning at 8 oclock.
—______________ __
■
.
33 Tillson Avenue
ning. Philip Simmons carried off of the cost.
Mrs. Chester Spear and Mrs. May Newbert.
A cottage prayer meeting of the ,
.
34 Cor. Suffolk and FuTton Streets
At
4
a.
m.
Friday
some
excitement
fiHt
honors.
,
nard
Genthner
have
employment
in
Baptist Church was held Monday eve- '
ROCKPORT
‘hes® papt? JlU
glv®n:w Th®
Rubbing the edge of the sauce 35 Main Street, Corner North
was created in the town when the
Georges River Mills.
ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
___
,
jettons °f ^nox H
36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Lewis Sawver of Rockport spent rabbit house containing several rabIn court, recently, a shoplifter pan with butter is a good way to 37 Main Street, Corner Park
Thomas Long,. High street.
The public schools in Rockport and Through' the Al'legash" Mainer Mrs
^prevent milk from boiling over.
bits
belonging
to
Elmer
Jameson,
Jr.,
attributed
his
crimes
to
absent-mindChristmas
with
Rev.
and
Mrs.
H.
I.
urn i1 rliefripre
°
38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
The mission circle of the Baptist! rura
districts ronnonon
reopened lwnnnav
Monday fnr
for
was discovered to be in flames. The edness. Sheer fits of abstraction, of
, . term after
.. two
.
Church is meeting this afternoon with the winter
42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
weeks re- Amelia
Rqss Coombs,
patlerson left thls morning Holt.
fire
was
said
to
have
been
caused
by
course.
—
The
Humorist.
Fred
Spear
is
amending
several
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
Mrs. W. A. Newcombe, Mrs. Susan cess during which several of the
Hartford, where he will broadcast weeks with his son, Leolyn F. Spear, a short circuit somewhere in the elec------------------Strout, leader.
teachers visited their homes in van- eyery Saturday evening frOm Station
Advertisements ln this column not to 45 Middle Street, opposite Fern
trie
wires.
For
a
time
the
barn
near
at
the
latter's
home
in
Springfield,
Miss Jennie Moody left Monday for ous towns or spent the vacation in WTIC in the interest of the Mary
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
which the rabbit house was standing I
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional 47 Knox County General Hospital
Mass.
MICKIE SAYS—
Sanford where she will visit her Boston.
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents 48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Oliver
Candy
Co.,
his
first
broadcast
was
also
in
danger.
cousin, Mrs. Howard Perkins, before
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Wooster, High in this series taking place next Sat
for three times. Six words make n line
Miss Arlene Sawyer entertained two
49 Camden and Front Streets
returning to Waban, Mass
r
street, entertained a family
, u7day“froml.30 to 7. Mr. Patterson
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
F.
Thomas
and
tables
at
bridge
Saturday
evening
IB' FELLER WHO IS OUR.
51 Head of Cedar Street
1S at riirlctwnc
....
• Herbert Thomas spent the holiday
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton mo-” jj
Christmas rimnnr
dinner, nninno
among tnp
the has Jrecently signed
a
three
months
Lost
and
Found
entertaining
for
Miss
Gertrude
52 West Meadow Road
worst eftiTie rouwd toww
tored to Brunswick Sunday to convey , out of town guests being Mr. and contract and .the subject on which with Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory
Adams
of
Hartford,
who
has
been
her
LOST—Long haired burnt land hound, 53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
IS ALLUS "TH1 FIRST GOV
their daughter, Miss Janet, where she , Mrs pioyd L. Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. he will talk is "Astrology.” It is safe in Rockland.
holiday
guest.
Honors
were
taken
by
tan head and ears, dark spot on back; 54 Maverick, Cor. Spruce
T‘ GOME IOTO THE OFFICE
boarded the train for West Spring- ' Frank h. Ingraham of Rockland;
on Clarrv Hill, Dec. 18. C. E. BRIDGES.
Mrs. Lucy Wincapaw who has been RichardYufkin of Rockland and Hil„
,, „ u
„„
, to say that all radios in Rockport will
HOU.ERIU' FER HIS PAPER
field, Mass.
15 Oak St.
156*2 75 Veteran Firemen's Association
be
tuned
in
on
that
station
at
6.30
a
recent
visitor
at
the
home
of
Mr.
1
Hard
Spear.
Rockland
guests
were
VJHEU WERE A LITTLE
Arthur McDonald of New York re- Elizabeth Thomas and Clarence and the owners anxiously awaiting and Mrs. Charles Pease has returned Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin,
LOST—Large doll, boxed, lost from 62 Militia Call
Repeated, No School
auto between Amesbury St. and Camden | □
turned home Sunday, having visited Thomas of Camden; Dr. and Mrs. the familiar voice.
LATE 1
rsto Thomaston.
Knox Pomona Grange will rfieet at'
Christmas Day. TEL. 43-W, Rockland.
85 Out-of-town call
his brothers and sister over the holi-,
Wooster and daughter Jane of
155-1 22 Chiefs Call
Maynard Thomas has been having Mr. and Mrs. George Wing and , warren, Jan. 3, Rev. H. I. Holt will be
day.
I Bangor. Later in the day they were an enforced vacation of a few days Leonard Cousins were in Belfast the speaker, which is assuring to
FOUND—Shoe skates ln my car on
T5WV
Main St.. Tuesday. Apply to I. LAWTON
™re_ "4 * *
joine? by
from his duties at the M. B. & C. O. Sunday to attend the funeral of Mr. everybody that something worth
BRAY (ir to The Courier-Gazette.
meeting at the home of Miss Mary ers of Portland, who are visiting rel Perry’s Market, Rockland, due to ill- J Wing’s father.
Miscellaneous
while will be the text.
155-1
J. Watts Friday evening at 7 o'clock. atives in Camden.
ness.
i Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden, Jr.,
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS lor sale
FOUND—Black and tan hound with
Simon Hahn returned Saturday to
Miss Marion Weidman spent Christ
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Buzzell enter- i returned Saturday from their visit,
156*158 by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
two white feet. TEL 277-J.
leaw#*1
Cambridge, Mass., having visited his mas at the home of her aunt, Mrs. tained their parents, Mr. and Mrs. ' in Augusta.
BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine,
155-11
1 Dana Smith came from Boston to-r /
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
artieukf
father over the holiday.
David Talbot, Rockland. Saturday Fred Buzzell of Simonton, and Mr.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
Miss Lena Poland spent Christmas spend the weekend with his family,
of deposit book numbered 33985. and the
and
repatr
vour
furniture
at
216
LIMEMiss Mary Nicholson of Boston who morning Miss Weidman with Mrs. and Mrs. L. H. Morrill at dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Simpson. [ Wm. Morrison of Portland was at
owner of said book asks for n duplicate
In accordance with the provision of ROC K ST. Tel, 1010.______________ 146-tf
visited Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Sanfey Talbot and Miss Maude Pratt left for Christmas Day.
Mr. Blake of Oakland was expect-' home with his family over the hollthe State Law
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
LADIES—Reliable stock ol hair goods
here, and relatives in Rockland, has a few days’ visit in Boston.
BANK. By E. D. Spear, Treas. Dec. 30. at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Rhodes spent ed to arrive Monday to take his po- day.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Calderwood and Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. J. F. : sition as boss carder in Georges i The annual meeting of the Conreturned to Boston
1930._________________________ 156*T-6 Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Tel. 519-J.
146-tf
Miss Martha Burkett, R. N., of jjr and Mrs. Gifford Calderwood and Heal at West Rockport.
| River Mills.
' gregational Church will take place
White Plains, N Y., is visiting her (children were guests Christmas„ Day Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ryder and son
Mrs. Rose Robinson and daughter i Jan. 3 at 3 o’clock. Supper will also
Wanted
father, Willian#Burkett.
at the home of Capt. and Mrs. Harry Byron Spcnt Christmas in Rockland Edna are spending the winter with j be served to be followed by the parish
WANTED Dress-making, or altering,
Perley Hall has moved with his Lane.
, with Mr and Mrs. Byron Rider.
, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis at Pleas- j meeting at 7 o'clock.
at home or bv the day—reasonable.
family from Knox street to the Peter
MRS. K. S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane
A public installation of the newly
The Irvin Fields property on Com- ant Point.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nichols and
Tel. 522-M.
156’2
Hilt house on Wadsworth street.
elected officers of Fred A. Norwood mercial street has recently been sold , Harold French returned from ! daughter Ruth of Rockland visited
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Mrs. Cyrus Newbert motored Sun W.R.C., will be held on the evening of to Rockland parties.
I Portland Saturday after having 1 Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie Sunday.
Inquire
63
PARK
ST
Tel.
916-R.
156-2 [
day from Gardiner, accompanied by Jan. 9 Each members is privileged
I passed the holiday there with his ' They expect to go to Florida sometime
WANTED—Second-hand saw and table j
Miss Ella Copeland, who had been , (,0 invite two guests,
mother.
I the middle of January.
complete with one-half h. p. Elec, mo- , If ( you have been waiting for
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
with Mrs. Newbert for six months
Miss Barbara Perry of Thomaston Mr. and Mrs. William Simmons of
tor. also Elec, motor for lobster hoist,
prices to reach bottom—come now
assisting her during the illness of her a few friends Friday evening at her
also assorted sizes seconds, bbl. heads,
j who has been visiting Mrs. Percy South Warren have taken a place in
I
above must be bargains. J. C. HARMON.
for j ouri are already there!
home on Central street, a beautifully
late husband.
French is now spending a few days Rockland for the winter.
Rockland. Tel. 661-W.
155-1
Trremendoue Reductions on these
Harold Newbert was in town Sun decorated Christinas tree bearing
with Mr and Mrs Kenneth Thomp Mrs. Percy Moore reports the loss of
WANTED—Position as housekeeper or
RW«t values ever offered. Come
day calling on relatives, afterward many nice gifts being the feature.
a handsome yellow cat, since she
son at Friendship
cgmganlon^ TEL. 1158-W.
151-tf |
[around and you will see
going on to Camden to join his wife. Rehearsals will begin this week on
A. W. White plans to rent the Inez moved into the Fred Starrett rent.
k will give you an idea
Frost fish are being caught in large the Shakespeare play "Merchant of
Libby place furnished.
|, Mrs. Amy Fuller has returned from
For
Sale
Ibelievable value offered
Venice" which is soon to be presented
numbers on the upper Oyster river.
Mrs. Susie Philbrook returned Sun- Belfast where she has been spending ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY
i ave a fine selection of
FOR SALE—One 2-horse sled, one 2Installation of officers of the Ladies at the town hall by local talent. Mr.
day from a visit with heT daughter! the week with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
TRUST COMPANY
horse wagon, one 1-horse Jigger-body
I zes, Parlor Stoves and
of the G. A. R. will be held at the and Mrs. George Vaughn and L. True
The annual meeting of the stockhold new. W. D. ERSKINE, 29 Jelferson St
Mrs. Kenneth Thompson at Friend- Fuller,
ers of the Security Trust Company will City’._________________________________ 156*2
Sto"
, in fact everything
home of Mrs. Lena Merry, Gleason Spear are in charge.
R. E. Harmon is qiflTe ill.
ship.
be
held
at
Its
banking
rooms
at
Rock

;e a I
me. We also carry
» • • •
street, Jan. 7.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Doris Harmon of Boston has land. Maine, on Tuesday. January 13. FOR SALE -Six room house and
Fmplete
^,e of Store and
Pyof. Karl S. Woodcock of Bates
Christmas cheer in Rockport this
Eugene Durgin Christmas were, Mr. been spending a few days with her 1931. at 10 o’clock a. m., for thfe choice garage, large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
Furnituri
of a Board of Directors and an Executive For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
College, with his wife and children year was increased owing to the large
and Mrs. Leland Philbrook and fami parents.
90. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Pa’’ "
Committee for the ensuing year, and for - ’-s
Eugene, Richard ar.d Carol, visited amount oi money being spent by Mrs.
ROCKLAND
ly of Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Rolland , Miss Doris Hyler will have rooms the transaction of such business as may Tel. 1080.____________________________ 156-tt
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Edward W. Eok on the harbor front
legally come before them
Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth in Rockland for the winter.
FOR SALE—One-horse covered sled,
J.
C.
PERRY,
Clerk.
FURNITURE
CO.
Woodcock during the Christmas and other property which she has re
good condition; for peddling meat or
i Thompson of Friendship, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Young of Rockland, Me.. Dec. 15. 1930
milk. EDWIN A. DEAN. Tel. 671-J.
rormerly occupied
Rockland
vacation. They came by auto ar- cently acquired. A large crew has
<jj Those rythmic clicks of’
150-T-? _____________________________________ 156*2
riving Thursday and returning Sat- beel, a. w‘ork all fan and great im
Produce Ce.
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
FOR SALE—Eight pullets, good layers.
Telephone 427
provement is seen in the appearance our presses will be encored
urday.
SILAS
MATSON.
Beechwoods
St..
Thom

The annual meeting of the Stockhold
41 Tillson Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merry attend of the property. While it Jias been
later by the tinkle of the
ers of The Georges National Bank of aston. R. F. D_____________________ 155-lJ
ed a family Christmas dinner at the necessary the last few days to slacken
Thomaston will be held at the banking —FOR SALE -One "National IneomJ
For The
rooms of said bank on Tuesday. January System." When using this system y<
home of his brother Hermon, Knox up somewhat on the outside work, due cash register.
13. 1931 at 10 o’clock, a. m.. for the pur have detail figures to make up your
Courier-Gazette
printing
to
ice
and
snow,
as
soon
as
weather
pose of fixing the number and electing come tax without trouble or woi
ElMr1 and Mrs. Carl Morse of Rock conditions permit operations will be
Any
person
or
persons
having
bills
against
the
a board of Directors for the ensuing Regular price was $6.00. We will
ENERGETIC
is the kind that produces
year, and of transacting any other busi the one we have for $5.00 cash.
land were Sunday visitors of Mrs. resumed Whatever buildings have
Town
of
St.
George,
Me.,
are
hereby
notified
to
pre

every
toivn and
ness that may Itgally come before them CRIE & CO . Rockland. Maine.
Marie Ingraham
been or are to be removed will bg re- sales. Experience proves it.
Per order.
money silling
FOR SALE— Electric radio,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Morse and son placed with more attractive and upsent the same on or before the 31st day of Jr.nv.ary,
L. S. LEVENSALER.' Cashier.
sets of all kinds, and eliminators
Thomaston. Maine, Dec. 6, 1930
Alton of Ontario, Canada, are visit- j to-date structures and those remain
necessary. Steady work!
Call 770
1931, or they will not be honored. Per order,
___________________________________ 147-T-3 gains. C. M. COOK. 71 Tillson .
ing his father, George S. Morse and ing wjU be enlavged and improved,
Write fo. partimlars
for
Estimates
ANNI
AL
MEETING
OF
THE
CHARLES H. HARRIMAN, Chairman,
sister Mrs. Nicholas Ahzalone fcr a lhus increasing the taxable valuation
FOR SALE—Law books and o Ee fur
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass
GEORGE E. ALLEN,
week.
! and proving a material benefit to the
The annu d meeting of the stockhold niture belonging to the cstatw of he late
15
WALTER I. KANGAS,
ers of the Thomaston National Bank, for Frank B. Miller. Inquire of RO NEY I.
Mr. and Mrs. Ripley of Bath spent lQwn both {inancially and from the
’ choice of directors, and such other busl- THOMPSON. 359 or 427 Main , 154-156
Selectmen.
the weekend with her parents, Mr. standpoint of beauty. Mrs. Bok’s
I ness as may legally come before them,
and Mrs. Isaac Young, Pine street. 1 work along this line jS greatly ap153-156
hounds,
will be held at their banking rooms on
FOR SALE- Fox and rab
iw Is the
Tuesday. January 13. 1931, at 1 30 o'clock also some nice hound pups
Miss Evelyn Mossman went to preCiat.ed by the citizens of Roc'-nort
POULTRYMEN
Olenp. m.
time to get yours. R. W. J"
South Hope Saturday.
i as js demonstrated by the comments
153-tI
Per order.
cove, Me. Tel. 256-4
ATTENTION!
Adelbert Williamson who has had a iieard on every hand,
J. WALTER STROUT. Cashier.
and under
FOR SALE- Wood,
Thomaston. Me., Dec. 9. 1930.
long and severe illness is now able to . Capt Winsor W. Torrey of Deer
We Want Your
Thomaston
cover,
$14
per
cord.
;_____________________________
147-T-3
148-tl
be out again.
] isle called Friday on his brother,
122-2
LIVE
POULTRY
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH
Mr. Pratt and son of Tenant’s Har- Capt Ernest Torrey, who has been
FOR SALE -Chevrolei sedan, 1929
NATIONAL BANK
And Will Pay Highest Market
Icn less than
Perfect condition.
bor were recent guests of Mrs. Marie j iU but is now slowly improving. Mrs.
j Notice Is hereby given that the annual 10.000 miles. 73 ELM
, Camden. Tel
Price
Ida Ingraham of Camden was also a
Ingraham.
' meeting of the Stockholders of the 2107
151*156
Call or write and trucks will call.
North National Bank will he held at Its
Rev. Mr. Pinkerton of Friendship Friday guest at the Torrey home.
of all descrlp
FOR SALE -Fifty
COHEN BROS.
banking rooms on Tuesday. January 13
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson of
was in town Monday.
flarge Hat of sum1931. at 10 o’clock a. m. to fix the num tlons ln Rockland,
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
»
all
kinds
of
real
mer
cottages.
In
fa
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary Criehaven who with their children
ber of and elect a Board of Directors
over my list il
WARREN, ME.
I for the ensuing year, and to transact estate. Come and
Rogers, holiday guests of Mrs. Elmus have been holiday guests of Mrs. Wil
ERT
U.
COLLINS
you
wish
to
buv.
Telephone Warren 2-3
such other business as may properly
Morse, have returned to their home sons’ mother. Mrs. Leslie C. Dean,
146-tf
375 Main St. Tel. 1
j come before the meting.
Reference: Any poultry raiser
left Monday morning for a short stay
in Portland.
Per order,
FOR SALE Dry lord wood, $10; llttcd
E. F. BERRY, Cashier.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant Who in Boston. Misses Leolinc and Carowood, $14; Junks. 112; soft wood junks. ___________________ 1Q9-» ViH
Rockland, Me.. Dec. 15. 1930
150-T-3 $8 cord. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
have been spending some time with lee Wilson will remain with their
Rockland.
<
150-5
relatives in Ellsworth, have returned grandmother until the return cf their
LIBEL FOR DIVORf
nobscot Bay farms and
FOR SALE
STATE OF MAIN".
home. Mrs. Sturtevant's Sister, Miss parents.
and rent, attractive
cottages for
I County of Knox. ss.
1-4
Why «uffer terturaa from Rheu-<
Morrison, came with them and will Richard Thomas, a student at Trin
actions, tea houses, and
To the Honorable Jostle'' of the Su prices, Ideal
matiim, Sciatica, Nauritii, Mu»eu-‘
UN
J. DICKEY. Belfast,
shore
lots.
OX
perior Court, next to be held at Rock
ity College, Hartford, is speeding two
be their guest.
146-tf
lar Lamanaat, Sprains and Bruiaaa .
land within and for the County of Knox Maine.
The alumni boys and girls will play weeks' vacation with his parents, Mr.
and State of Maine, on the first Tuesday
when
FOR SAI/S—Gas range with oven,
two games of basketball in the An and Mrs. Maynard Thomas.
of February ,A. D. 1931
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
Oral Teel of Tenant's Harbor ln the Tel. 18C-R./64 SUMMER ST.
drews gymnasium Thursday evening. Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester of Bos
138*tf
METHYL BALM
County of Knox and State of Maine,
fi£c. US. pAt. OFFton is visiting her mother, Mrs. Henry
Admission 25 cents.
FOR SALE Two electric motors. 7’,*,
being the lawful husband of Olivia W
will bring almost inatant relief?
The ladies' circle of the Baptist B. Bohndell.
Teel respectfully represents; that he h. n. «n<J 2 h. p., ln good shape; also
was lawfully married to the said Olivia standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
Church will meet Wednesday after
A ecientifically compounded ex
W. Teel at Tenant’s Harbor on the firsi BETTS. /48 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
noon. Supper at 6 o’clock, followed Maynard Graffam, who was last
146-tf
ternal application that ahould ba
day of March A D. 1919; that they lived
by a program. This is an additional year a student at Eastern State Nor- |
together as husband and wife at said
in every homo. Sold only at
Tenants Harbor and Rockland. Maine
meeting for the month.
mal School, left this Tuesday morning
To
Let
until
the
fourteenth
day
of
August
A
D.
•••«
Johnston’s Drug Store
for Castine to reenter there.
1921; that your libelaut conducted him
TO LET—Six room house and garage
Fannie Thomas of Warren w-ho has
self toward his said wife as a faithful, at 492 Old County road. TEL. 963-J.
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Alvah M. Spear
true and affectionate husband; that on
156-2
Sant Pott Paid on receipt of price
Alvah M. Spear died in Rockland been spending a few days with her
the said fourteenth day of August A D
76 cents
TO LET -On Adams St.. 5 room bun
Dec. 24. Mr. Spear had been ill much niece, Mrs. Douglass Bisbee, left Sat
1921 the said Olivia W. Teel utterly de
serted your libelant without cause; that galow. toilet, lights, garage E. H PHIL62tf
of the time the past two years. 'He urday for Boston.
BRICK
Phone
1188-M
Rockland.
Cam

said utter desertion has continued for
was born in Thomaston and had lived Mrs. Henry Bohndell has been ill
three ooiisecutlvc years next prior to the den 2580.____________________________ 1562
here most of his life. The past few the past few days at ijer home but is
filing of this libel; that the residence
TO LET—Four-room apartment, modof the said Olivia W. Teel Is unknown to er. conveniences, heated If desired.
years he had served as a guard at the now reported as improving.
your
libelant
and
cannot
be
ascertained
Furnished
or unfurnished. W. L. BALL'.oyd
Rhodes
left
this
morning
to
State Prison. He was a member of
by reasonable diligence; that there Is I ARD, Rockport.___________________ 156*2
the Odd Fellows Lodge in Rockland resume his studies at the Eastern
no collusion between your libelant and
the said Olivia W. Teel to obtain a ~TO LET—Small South bedroom; warm
and the First Baptist Church of that State Normal School after a vacation
and sunnv.
Price very reasonable.
divorce.
city. Funeral services were held at with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Tel.
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may MRS. ROBBINS, 20 Maple St.
Rhodes.
143-R.
155*1
the Odd Fellows hall Saturday after
be decreed between him and the said
Members
of
the
Baptist
parish
Olivia
W.
Teel
for
the
cause
above
se'
We want all your LIVE POUL*
TO LET—Tenement of 7 rooms, electric
noon and attended by friends and
i forth.
lights, gas. hot and cold water, bath
TRY. Highest Pricsa paid. Call
members of his lodge. Rev. J. Charles should bear in mind the annual par
Dated at Rockland. Maine this twelfth room, set tubs, furnace and garage $25
or write Charlea Shana, cara of
MacDonald officiated. The bearers ish meeting Wednesday evening at
day of December A. D. 1930.
per month. W. F. TIBBETTS. 144 Union
R. E. Cutting, Warran, Mo. Tai.
ORAL TEEL
were brother lodge members, which the vestry. A picnic supper will be
St. Tel. 297-W or 297-R.
155-tf
Subscribed and sworn to before me
Warren 3 3 and truck! will call at
order accorded him funeral honors. served at 6 o'clock, followed by a
TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per
j this twelfth day of December. A D. 1930
month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
your door. Refarancoa: Any poul
Deceased leaves two cousins, Mrs. business meeting which will consist
HARRY E. WILBUR
Tel. 1080.
153-tf
try raiaer.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Robert Walsh of Thomaston and of reading of reports, election of
STATE OF MAINE
TO LET—Six room house. 146 Lime
officers and such other transactions
Frank McCallum of Waterville.
(L. 8.)
rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flush
as may be necessary. Those not so
CHARLES SHANE CO.
j Knox, ss.
closet. No children. TEL. 819-W
licited are requested to furnish pas
Clerk's Office, Superior Court,
148-tf
27-tf
SIMONTON
j
In Vacation
try. At the conclusion of the busi
TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-room
Rockland. December 27. A. D. 1930.
The girls of Simonton have formed ness a watch-night service will take
rent,
at
17
Warren
St.;
also
7-room
house
Upon the foregoing Libel, Onlered.
a 4-H Club known as the Junior Sun place.
I That the LlboHemt give notice to said at 6 Knox St. All pleasantly located ln
shine Club. There are six members:
Olivia W. Teel to appear before our Su good neighborhood, newly repaired, and
Miss Helen Crockett has resumed
perior Court, to be holden at Rockland moderately priced. Apply to MILDRED
Helen Cripps. president; Martha But her duties at Green Gables, Camden, ,
within and for the County of Knox, on OXTON CRIE, 12 Warren St. or Tel.
ler, secretary; Marguerite Buzzell, which reopened Sunday.
143-tf
[ the first Tuesday of February A. D. 1931. 577.
treasurer; Alma Annis and Catherine Charles Tolman of Rockville spent'
I by publishing on attested copy of said
TO LET-Eight-room house, all mod
Libel,
and
this
order
thereon,
three
Simonton, color bearers. Mrs. Gert Christmas with his daughter, Mrs.
ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In- i
1 weeks successively in The Courier-Ga quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
rude Talqjbloom is the leader. The Leola Mann, at her home here.
zette. a newspaper printed ln Rockland
136-tf
Since 1840 this Arm has
club *s having a New Years entertain Rockport friends extend sympathy
In our County of Knox, the last publica
faithfully se;ved the families
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
tion to be thirty days at least prior to
ment at Community hall. Refresh to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney G. Andrews
and
garage.
M
orth
Main
St.
ROBERT
U
of Knoa County
, said first Tuesday of February next, that
ments will be served. Everyone in of West Rockport in their loss, their
146-tf
she may there and then ln our said COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
LADY ATTENDANT
vited.
court appear and show cause. If any she
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St 1
home being badly damaged by fire J
Tel. Day 450;
7g1-1
I have, why the prayer of said Libellant MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St
on Christmas evening. Mrs. Andrews
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
shonld not be granted.
Tel. 874-W._________________________ 146-tf
before
her
marriage
was
Miss
Mae
!
NORTH HAVEN
HARRY MANSER
TO LET- Five roomfurnished
apart
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
Mrs. N. W. Witherspoon has closed Thomas of this town.
All modernImprovements. Inquire at
IL. S.l
TI
ip
Twentieth
Century
Club
meets
I
12
ELM
ST.
146-tf
hpr home for the winter. Her pres
A tnie copy of the Libel and Order of
the Court thereon.
ent address is 42 Union street, Cam Friday afternoon at the home of !
ROCKLAND, ME.
TO LET -Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Attest; MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk.
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike As Hix
Mrs. Ada Libby, Amesbury Hill, and ,
den.

Join Our 1931

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

THE MEN’S SHOP

THE THOMASTON

NATIONAL

T

BANK

In Everybody’s Column

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

NOTICE

lhe Courier- Gazette

I.

SINCLAIR
This Gas is used by the-

F1RE DEPARTMENTS
of AUGUSTA and PORTLAND

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

for Quick, Efficient Work
SOLD AT THE

LOG CABIN

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS
PA KK STREET
ROCKLA ND

United Motor Fuel Corporation

BURPEE'S

156-T-6

Lobster Co.

Tel. 208.

146-tf
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A Look into tlie Future
Suppose a crystal gazer, gifted with the power to lay the future before our eyes, parts the curtains and gives us a glimpse into
the future—
Before our eyes unfolds a picture of CONTINUED and INCREASING prosperity for our America—already the most prosperous

nation in the world!
An increase of millions of population in the United States.
Transportation systems developed to such a degree that distant, rural sections become easily accessible suburbs.
Industry, decentralized from the few congested areas, following the present trend toward the smaller community, closer to raw
material, lower overhead, ideal labor conditions.
A healthier, happier race, working shorter hours, taking full value of play hours, yet producing MORE in the shorter working time
because of increased efficiency of labor and machinery.
. But enough of the general—the picture changes, and in if place we see the future of OUR OWN COMMUNITY!
Opportunities have been grasped, possibilities realized. Ea ' ees the result of having done his part. WE HAVE BECOME
THE ONE OUTSTANDING TOWN IN TEN WITH EVEN I
3EATER GOAL BEFORE US!
We have MADE people like us; trade with us; live with v*
Not just through HAPPENSTANCE, but because we have made
OUR town a better place in which to live than other towns
f:er schools; better churches; better health conditions; better work*
ing conditions; we have made OUR town more beautiful, -id have given it a more pleasant personality!
We have made it a BETTER BUSINESS TOWN because we have made people like to come to do business with us. And we
have grasped our opportunities as they have been presen.-d to us, and have made our town a good place to earn a living in by
bringing industry to it, and by expanding our trade radius.
.
‘
Through our schools, churches, clubs and business organ;
ions, we have perfected our present policy of making those living out
side our corporate limits FEEL THEY ARE A PART 0
JUR TOWN, by joining with us in our every community activity.

+

A
♦
♦

♦

Property values increased—business better—population
lbled.
Community detriments removed; community possibilitit. /nproved!
Health, wealth, prosperity for all, because we all did our part!
And from the inspiration of this fleeting glimpse into our future we turn to TODAY and DO our part in the fulfillment of this

future for our community!

the future! We have reviewed the past of our community with
respect and reverence for the pioneers of this community; we have safeguarded the pres
ent with a sincere study and survey of community conditions and problems; NOW
LET US SAFEGUARD OUR FUTURE by DOING our part of making OUR community
THE ONE IN TEN
The past, the present, and

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B.&C.O. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

178 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING. Prop.

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

and eat

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

INSURANCE

IT IS THE BEST

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
. Authorized Dealers in

THE FLINT BAKERY
MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

A. C. McLoon & Co.

_________

ROCKLAND, MAINE

T. CLAIR & ALLEN

LOBSTERS
Agents for The Texaco Co.
n UN ACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Tanks and Sheet Metal Workers
Locks Repaired and Keys Made

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

Camden

inufacturers and

Jobbera of

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

y

ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

G. A. LAWRENCE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C.M. BLAKE

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER

ANTIQUEL wall paper, paint

ROCKLAND, MAINE

. CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
TEL. 64S-W

I
i

ROCKLAND

THURSTON OIL CO.

Rock. Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

Antiques Bought and Sold
18 HIGH STREET

ROCKLAND

THE REXALL STORE

444 MAIN ST.

c Willed

TEL. 727

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

FI E CONFECTIONERY

COR. MAIN & ELM .T'S. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

A SERVICE

TAVERN STUDIO

Central Maine Power Company
NORTH NATIONAL BANK

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

FREEMANS. YOUNG

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

REAL ESTATE

ROCKLAND

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

Senter Crone CeEnpnn^

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

COR. MAIN A PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Eatabliah.d 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN A LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND
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have been in a peck of trouble since
October 3 tryin/ to get my firefly
story in shape so that I can send the
editor the documents with the story,
ron\.0t for one has to be careful in this busi
ness. Whenever a story is printed
over which a question might arise,
you will always find in the files of
The Courier-Gazette, or in my files
here the necessary documents to
prove the statement. Reliable news
papers are that way, and good maga
zines are more so that way. That is
why wise men never sue magazines
for libel, slander, or anything else.
If I were to write positively now that
I had seen fireflies on the desert as
big as full grown hens (apparently)
Magic Valley of Texas, Dec. 19.
a record that would stand for future from the size of the light, there are
Iaid down ojm Job
I knew it would happen, but I generations of reporters to shoot at. many people who would write the
--------didn't know Just how soon. When I I recall that Mr. Lincoln would look paper and suggest that I sign the
p)t
was 20 odd years old. it genet ally at me with a fatherly smile, and pledge. I wouldn’t blame them.
SRIPiKS
happened in four weeks, and now it nod, as much as to say, ‘ My boy, I When that story flashes, you will find
ATLANTIC
takes 11. When I arrived here I know all about it. That is the way the documents in the office, and my
I?E.COVtD
joined the Sons of Dawn. This week you feel now. After the tropical sun “seeing things" will be be verified.
Just
now
I
am
up
a
tree.
I resigned.
hits jou for a week or two, that am<S> •$> <s>
Up in Maine, Dr. N. A. Fogg, my bition will fade.”
neighbor, will tell you that, probAnd “surc-nough,” as thev say here, I have letters from ranchers, cow
ably much to his regret. I am up and after about four weeks in the Florida boys, cattlemen, all of whom have
out at break of day, even if day sun I would find myself putting off seen the lights at night, say they are
bieaks at 4 a. m. as it does in June, until tomorrow little things that birds, but have never tried to catch
Of course I, try to be quiet, but a should be done today. Pep would one—and no one ever saw one in the
IANDON NAVAL
screen door will occasionally bang, vanish, ambition depart, and the daytime to know what it looked like
GONtmNCE IN
and you can’t stop the chickens talk- hookworm enter. I sought the shade : ro that it could be associated with
SESSION —.
ing about breakfast as soon as they of the palm when I should have been ; the light it gives forth at night. I
hear me moving about, and they pounding the typewriter.
, have letters from the National i
never fail to hear me. Then the On my arrival each winter I would Museum. They do not deny such a
gatage door will squeak a little, the join the Sons of Dawn. Up with j bird exists, but they have never had j
“Big Jro done
doctor's pigeons will start to coo. the lark. Out and at 'em. And in a specimen, and they ask me to send
CHASE HAH-RANK ,
Oliv*r Hills’ dog Pat wiH bark a bit.four wneks I would be seeking mem- i one. Personally I am no chicken
MERGER COMPLETED '
and so everyone in the neighbor- bership in the Sons of Rest.
chaser, and so hesitate to make the
"RESOURCES
hoed, not to mention Ravmond
I effort, realizing I would meet with
$3,000,000,000>
TUuraton. who is a sound sleeper.
....
i faljure Realise of lack of experience
ge.t), e fittts kick out of my early
Ar.d it is the same here. When There are chicken chasers older than
menfflig activities. Tills goes on all I arrived I told you of finding Chris- 11, but thev are experienced in big j
HATt PROHIBITION
the year round when I am in Maine topher. mv little newsboy, pedaling ! city operations, and there are none
jr in any temperate climate a ' around at break of day. I wandered \ in training here. I have already apHAS IO3 StKTHDA7
member of tlie Sons of Dawn.
th.e town at the crack of dawn and proached the colored bootblack who
; enjoyed it as I always enjoy j keeps me shined, and asked him if
it in the temperate climate of the he would like to go out on the desert
But when you get in g sub-tropical nort'n. Tills has lasted for 11 weeks, some night and catch one of those
chmate, that is something else again an(j now enters Mr. Hookworm, and chickens that light up like a spirit
I have known it since I was a bov in this morning I find myself arising at lamp.
my 20's. I was on thc news staff of the late hour of 8 a. m„ and even
“No, sur," he replied, “I jest chase
the New Yoik Herald at that time f-ien j f€ej that I could go back to chickens around town, not on no
and Charles Line.' In was news edi-p Eleven weeks ago, with young desert. Mister, you-all say these fire [
tor. For some reason I was ^flec'ed Chiistopher, we formed the Texas chickens are big as Plymouth Rocks,
in those years to cover the Florida chapter of the Sons of Dawn, today with spirit lamps in their feathers,
iesorts for the K ra d dUting t e
is the only member in this com- and then you ask me do I want to go1
Winter season.
I would keep true; munity. as I have been compelled to on the dark desert
at night, and t
of all the very rich men, especially rpsign.
catch one ln myhand, “NOi sur
t..e millionaires about whom they ex- , T?h;tv years ago, in my 20’s, the This nigger confine his operations to
p c.ed a story to brea : at any time sun v/ilteri me jn four weeks; now it well known chicken coops for that 1
b>cause of business affairs t.iat were
li weeks. I must be improv- Plymouth Rock kind. Boss, out on!
RAN
getting better or gome wrong. or Jn. or tcuehs-0? something. ».nd) that desert at night, big rattle-;
X :
ur SOt;‘\afIu r t?.at ?"aS Ed Dean was right again. Ufe is a i snakes like stove pipes, Just sleep I
about to be brought to the attention hard struggle, or as they sav in round at random all over that place I
of the public. My busin.ers we. to b? Mexico, "Vida es un esforzarse."
Man, you-all don’t expec’ me to walk '
qrcble to put my finger o any of them
. .
y,
round promiscuous looking for dat
and be able to get ln their presence
vg-.
.
,,
, glow light chicken and stumble over
for a story the mim’te I rcc.ived a
1 ' p
tna‘ c““'*es I lnc°n dem 18-foot rattlers, does you? No,
wire with instructions.
To
rl" SUr'
1 ^t HO Curiosity
And so each winter for manv years tie newspaper world as local re__ _
iu.
I would be called into the office bv peter of the Independent. I dare chicken stay yout there if he wants to,
Mr. Lincoln, given ail order on the say he is well known to the official who care? Not me.”
Herald for my fare and traveling staff of The Courier-Gazette, whose
so, there the story rests. Un
expenses, and a few crisp instruc- editor back in the days that I am tilAnd
I can send a specimen to the Na
tions as to what was expected of me. writing of was a contributor to the tional
Museum, there is (officially,
He;aid's Sunday edition.
f <S>
no such animal., * Although, mind
vou. I have seen them. So The
This being t’^t- .snap a">i: nmet.t
f at all tiie bo>3 we; 3 working for. Thanks, Eoze, for your note to the Wanderer does "see things."
I was naturally very proud, and at editor saying "He sees a lot of
----------------these meetings I would swell up things." If you had said, “I think J
STICKNEY CORNER
make a little speech and tell Mr. he is seeing things." then that is M|ss Annie Marshall of Winterport
Lincoln that this year would tie my something else asain. But you can’t u the miest of Miss i.iirlie navis
banner year; this year I would,out- always believe ypur eyes, and prove
Mr. and Mrs R J Sargent were
do myself; this year I would make to others what you think yoii see. I dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
WL ?
Satoren Christmas.
Clarence Cramer has had his car
bide lights taken out and electric
lights installed.
Mrs. Nellie Laidlaw of Edgartown.
Mass., is visiting her brother Charles
, Everett.
’
Everett Storer and family of
j Union ware guests Friday of his par- ,
ents Mr. and Mrs. John Storer.
All »N
Roy Cramer is visiting his grand
one
parents Mr. and Mrs. Clarence |
Tear
Cramer.
Mrs. Mary Doucette is in Chelsea,
fe
Mass., caring for her sister who is
nysTERYTosyisrrs'
'
very ill.
-HKPC.1UT<_____
i Mr. and Mrs. Abiatha Mank and
son spent Christmas with her father
Wilbert DeCoster.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Sargent en- PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
; joyed a goose dinner with Mrs.
Nellie Laidlaw and brother.
A Protestant Denomination
I
That Is Forming Churches

y*
CONGRESS’

CONGRESS
WtBUW KOS
HOOVER. BY
OVERRIDING
HIS VETO OF
SPANISH WAR
VET BILL
CHAS YWN3 HUSHES t
3Kontso«2JjisT)cE

UNCLE 5**1
UP TIGHT

ah'-.

■
dirigible^
R-IO| ENDS'
. ITS JOURNE-/

Santo Domingo
HIT BY HUftRKLANE
$15,000,000 LOSS

TWNGEGAROL

RETURNS TfWN
YXILUOWE .
S&TONTWE

BEMt JAYI♦ * •

W.N.U
SERVICE

*' '

JSFletcher
<
Cop^nqKfe .fey Alfred A.krvopH*^*

VFXE of those very human and

entertaining mystery-detective stories
of the puzzle variety which have made
J. S. Fletcher the generally acknowledged

successor to Conan Doyle In this Meld.

Yon will enjoy every line of It.
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Will Be Printed in Serinl
Installments in

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

(Written by Henry Nicolatson of
School Ci the Prophets of East Provi
dence, R. I., and printed at the re
quest of the church members in
Appleton.]
* * * *
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-scratching

PEN HEARD AROUND
THE WORLD.

t)N

NEW YORK NURSE

Boy Scouts
E

*

DO-y ARMI AifiSHP

MISS EDNA WANNENBERG says no one can
take course of Sargon with
out being greatly benefited.

3

Troop 2 is re-registering for 1931
with 24 scouts, all taking the Scout
publication, "Boy's Life.” Scoutmas
ter Whitehill has also re-registered,
heavy orange?
but there will probably be changes on
the troop committee, or additional
for breakfast
members added.
In 1906, in a small town of Cali
fruitjuice and
fornia, a reproduction of the Day of
It may be interesting to some that
Pentecost was effected. People were the “Three Black Crows,” Ml Asso
beverage^ purpoj'e^ praying for a baptism with the Holy ciate Scouts, living out of the city,
Spirit, and after much prayer, the were among the first to re-register.
$iie for £ize the place was shaken and they were Also, several Scouts who have been
filled with the Holy Ghost, speaking with the troop since its first meet
in other tongues as the Spirit gave ings. Prominent among them is
heaviest
them utterance. Although it is now Eagle Scout Linwood Aylward, now
1900 years since the disciples re the junior assistant scoutmaster of
oranges'
ceived this wonderful baptism, it the troop.
still stands today and is spread all
arc juiciest.
At the last Court of Honor held
over the world. People are flocking
to Pentecostal churches to see what I here seven Troop 2 Scouts were presit is all about, and as a result of ! ent, out of a total of 14 scouts and
God’s mighty power, they become seven officials. Scouts Gay, Staples,
convicted of their sins, repent ana Morey and Chatto were before the I
become followers of Jesus Christ. Court for s,scond class badges. Scout
According to the teaching of the Chase was up for merit badges of
Hint* For Homemaker*
baptism with the Holy Spirit being bird study and civics.
a separate work from regeneration
By Jan* Roger*
Scoutmaster Forrest A. Stowell
or the “born-again” experience, these
converted people seek for and receive of Troop 1, Mexico (Me.) Boy Scouts,
an experience which is stirring the visited the Troop last week and had
charge of the games.
world today.
• • • •
Already five million or more have places. Assemblies throughout the
received the Baptism of the Holy United States are established with
Spirit with the Bible evidence of many having a congregation num
speaking in other tongues as in Acts bering thousands. Maine seems to
10:46.
Hundreds of Pentecostal be one of the last states in the
churches have sprung up in the Union to have been given thc benefit
United States. In East Providence. of Pentecostal teachings, but is com
R. I., there is a training school, where ing to the forefront with quite a
consecrated young people gather for stride. Pentecostal churches are al
a three year course in preparing for ready established in Rockland. Port
the ministry under the Pentecostal land, Old Orchard, Mars Hill, AppleBiblical doctrine. ITUs school is a ton, Searsport, Bangor. Oakland.
very progressive one, which grows Thomaston. Washburn, Caribou. Au
larger every year, and is run without burn, Presque Isle, Pittsfield, Easton.
any stipulated tuition or board, biff Bridgewater and many other places.
OAST lamb can be given a de students are asked to give as “the
The Pentecostal religion is dffierlightfully exotic flavor by bast Lord prospers them.” In this way, ent from other Protestant organiza
ing every fifteen minutes with thethe school is kept financially and if tions in that they believe Pentecost
following mixture: one teaspoon growing. This year many students can be repeated the same as on the
salt, one-half teaspoon sugar, one are on the enrollment.
Day of Pentecost with all the accom
teaspoon mustard, one and a halt
Many of these students come from panying signs, manifestations, op
tablespoons garlic vinegar, and alx Maine. This year the following cities erations and gifts of the Spirit. This
tablespoons salad oil.
and towns are represented: Camden, movement has from the very begin
Rockland. Portland, Saco, Exeter, ning been evangelistic'and as a re
Soar cream has many culinary Caribou, Washburn, Brownville Junc sult hundreds of thousands will
uses. Pork tenderloin prepared tion, Searsport. Representatives also praise God through all eternity for
with sour cream will deligbt tbe come from New York, New Jersey. real salvation. Another very benefi
most exacting epicure. Place the Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New cial doctrine of Pentecost is divine
tenderloin ln a frying pan with a Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode healing , through which sick and
liberal amount of butter and chop Island.
afflicted people may by means of
ped onion. Add salt and pepper.
In Mars Hill, Maine, every year prayer receive definite cures as pre
Baste with one-half cup sour cream during the last part of October, a scribed in James 5:14. A very strong
and cook nntll tender.
convention is held, at which thou doctrine is the return of the Lord
sands gather from many distant Jesus Christ to earth again.

Buy thin-peeled,
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MAIDEN TRIP
Bodies of Andree and .
FRON ENGLAND TWO COMPANIONS WID
To CANADA
in Bdlar REGION?
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/
cotHawks Flies from bs Mats
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Calendar Samples
For 1932
NOW READY

I-

Over I GOO Samples To Choose From

THE BALD MOUNTAIN CALENDAR C*.
AXEL E. BRUNBERG, Prop.
414 Main Street

RocklaH

Call or Get in Touch With Our Representative

WALTER E. PRESCOTT

151-153

“For three or four years I suffered
from sluggish liver and constipation.
My skin was sallow. I had no ambi
tion or desire to work. I was ner
vous and dizzy, had severe headaches
and could not sleep.
“It is nothing short of remarkable
the way Sargon and Sargon Soft
Mass Pills relieved me of these!
troubles. I am now simply bubbling
over with new energy and vitality
I do not believe it possible for any
one suffering as I was to take a
course of Sargon without being
greatly benefltted."—Miss Wanncnberg, lives at 112 E. 81st 8t., New
York City.
Sold by tThe Corner Drug Store.
Inc., in Rockland; by George H.
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa
in Waldoboro.
156-lt

Backache
Leg Pains
Tf Getting Up Nights, Backache,

frequent day calls. Leg Pains, Nerv
ousness, or Burning, due to function
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
nnd discouraged, try the Cystex Test,
Works fast, stacts circulating thru
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pronouneed Siss-tex 1 today, under the
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these conditions, improvejesttul sleep and euer^y, or tt'ouey pads.

Only 60o at
C. H.

Moor 4 Co., Rockland

We make our printing say 'Hello'
. . . cordially, interestingly, attractively. We make type talk
with ready attention and convincing salesmanship. We plan
your printing requirements with
intelligence and economy.

STATIONERY
BOOKLETS

BROCHURES
BROADSIDES
OFFICE AND

FACTORY
FORMS
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Every-Other-Day

THE RURAL SUNDAY SCHOOL

Society

>» ■ ■ ■ I W—

MODERN
DRESS SHOPPE

Rev. Henry Ulmer, Missionary, Has 34 Active Ones In
Charge—The Auto a Handicap

There is an organization which s «rn that this missionary man is a
doing much for Maine's rural Sunciav wrestler of note, and that while atSchools. and it is known
!hc 1
Gordon College he was also
. a .basketball star. He deprecates
American Sunday School Union. T” some of the methods used in pro
received.
Education, at the Baptist Church its ranks are to be found many fessional wrestling and believes that
vigilant and faithful workers and it can as well be made a nice, clean
TELEPHONE ................................ 770 or 794-W [here.
, well up in that list stands Rev. sport.
E. Ulmer, whose classification
Mr. Ulmer’s wife is a daughter of
Kenneth D. Nosworthy who was a
Miss Thelma Russell and Miss Henry
is "missionary for Ceivral and Alderman Ralph P. Conant of Cam
house guest of his uncle, Oscar S Anna Webster who spent the holiday Southern
Maine." He has icadquar- den street, and finds in her an able
Duncan, for the Christmas holidays season at their homes, have resumed ters in East
Vassalboro.
partner in his religious as well as
has returned to Watertown, Mass., their duties as teachers in the city
His principal duty is o organize domestic affairs. Now just a word as
where he is employed by the Hood schools.
and maintain Sunday schools in to the American Sunday School
Rubber Company.
rural districts, and tht xtent of his Union, which Mr. Ulmer represents:
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Perry and work may be judged rom the fact
Its Aims
Mrs. Elida Colson is making an in children of Warren were guests Sun that he. has chary of 35 active
To evangelize destitute neighbor
definite visit with her daughter Mrs. day of F. A. Maxey. Warren street.
schools and is affi' t’.ed with about hoods
not reached by our churches.
William Pritchard, Somerville. Mass
80. in various capai .ties.
To build up Christ's kingdom as
Mrs. Castera Means, who has been
These schools tin small communi preparatory to all other work.
Mrs. Lena Sargent, head of Rock spending a few days with friends in ties It must be remembered) aver
combine all Christians in shap
land Commercial College,* will be Gardiner, returned home yesterday. age 20 pupils, th largest enrollment ingTothe
moral and religious destiny
Educational Club afternoon speaker
being in Prospi . where 50 young of our nation.
Friday. Subject, "Women in Busi
Miss Julia Young who has been sters are learnit . the sacred message
To leave the choice of denomina
spending the Christmas vacation at The schools at interdenominational, tion to each community.
ness."
her home at Matinicus. was the guest and Mr. Uln . In his capacity, as
To help all churches of Christ by
Miss Eleanor Beale of Westbrook of the Misses Young Friday night, "circuit ride knows no distinction its pioneer and foundation work.
who has been house guest the pa«t returning Saturday to Braintree, among the Protestant bodies.
Its Methods
During the past summer Mr.
week of Miss Mildred Carver, Cedar Mass., to resume her duties as a
House-to-house visitation.
Ulmer e ;anized seven Sunday
teacher in the public schools.
street, has returned home.
Organizing Sunday .Schools.
Schools, nd has found everywhere
Distributing Bibles and Christian
Miss Jennie Crockett of Chelsea. a displa of interest and enthusiasm
Mr. and Mrs. Carl S. Reed recent
ly entertained at bridge. Those Mass., who has been guest of her which gues well for the progress literature.
Holding evangelistic meetings.
present were Mr. and Mrs. Gerald sister Mrs. Curtis, Main street, over of the ork in both of his districts.
Aiding established Sunday Schools.
Mr .’lmer sees in the automobile
Margerson, Mr. and Mrs. Streeter Christmas returns home today.
the eatest handicap which faces
Its Principles
Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Harry S.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young and relij.ous work agpong the youth of
To do missionary work on business
Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
principles. Only business men are
Carver, Mr. and Mrs. W. Paul children Henry and Ruth who have toe .y.
It has been my observation," he its managers.
Seavey, Della Peaslee. Dr. Lloyd been guests of Misses Ada and Alena
s.itd,
“
that
the
children
are
more
j
Young
during
Christmas
week,
reNever to get into debt
Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. P. K. Reed,
To reach parents through the chil
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl S. Reed. The ! ’urned to Southboro, Mass., yester- filing to go to church than their
parents
are.
and
if
the
parents
wish
dren.
prizes were won by Mrs. Streeter i! day.
to go pleasure riding on Sundays it
To develop self-help,
Webster and Harry S. Webster.
---is
not
up
to
the
children
to
say
other---! Miss Eda Knowlton, director of
j To do a fundamental Christian
FIFTY IN THE CASTS
CAMDEN
ni'ork without bringing up sectarian
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell, religious education for the Baptist
may surprise some readers to differences.
Mass., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Church in Winchester. Mass., reti nt
Albert Wilson left yesterday for QlristiHss Entertainment At
Fred M. French, Granite street.
that town after spending ne
Skowhegan where he will visit his
___
Christmas holiday at her hor.e m
Norman Waldron left Sunday for
Miss
Helen
^Sallinen
of
Masbnic
daughter
Mrs. Inga Dyer.
St. Bernard’s Church
New York, where he will spend a street entertained at Christmas din C. T. Seaverns
Mrs. Georgia Cross. Fulton street, : this city.
of Hartford. Conn..
week
before
returning
to
the
Manlius
is entertaining the Chapin Class this
ner
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Mackie
and
Striking Success
a
member
of
the
summer
colony,
1Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby motored 'NY.) Military School, where he is
evening.
to Wiscasset yesterday accompanied an instructor. While in New York son Eino 'William, Walpas and Wil- spending*a week in town.
The assembly rooms of St. Ber
There was a special meeting of
by Mrs. Harvey Pease arc children he will attend a re-union of the pas Sallinen and Mathew Stair.
Seaside Chapter last evening and the nard's Catholic Church were taxed
Miss Amanda Wood of Boston was Virginia and Alan who har been their Wassookeag School of Dexter, which
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer an degrees were conferred on a class ot
the guest of relatives over the week I guests over Christmas a- d were re is to be held at the Hotel McAlpin.
to capacity Sunday evening at the
nounce the marriage of their daugh candidates.
end.
turning home.
annual Christmas entertainment
ter Daurice W. to Lee Seguin of Long
The Green Gables dining room offered by a cast of more than 50
Mrs. W. F. Glover returned yester Beach, Calif., Dec. 20, in Nashua, opened Sunday, having been closed members
Miss Gladys Bleth i entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Tilson W. Benner
in three presentations.
day to Watertown. Mass., accom N. H.
for a month.
were guests Christmas day of their thhee tables of bridr at tea Satur panied by her mother, Mrs. G. W.
The effect of the words and music i
Miss Ethel Armstrong of Eastr
day, with Miss Li .an Ftoberts of
y>n. Guy H. Benner in Camden.
Hemenway.
Mrs. Mary Willey of this city is Hartford, spent the holiday at her was considerably increased by the'
Boston, as honor g’ cst.
special scenery and lighting ar-1
spending the winter with her daugh cottage at Hosmer pond.
ranged by Ralph Tardiff, Edward
Miss Mary Bird entertained at a
ter.
Mrs
T.
J.
Nash.
Sheridan
street
Oscar H. Emery and family of Bar Chisholm and Raymond Moulaison
Jesse A. Tolman who spent ShnstMrs. H B. Lit: -field and son Eu
bridge tea Saturday.
Portland.
Harbor spent the Christmas holiday In addition to the two cantatas' a
gene of Oron v re guests Sunday of mas week with Mr. and Mrs. Guy C.
in Camden 'not Canada, as
with friends in town.
group of Miss Adelyn Bushnell's
Mrs. Priscilla Richardson has re Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner, Talbot Sheldon
SPRAGUE-POST
a typographical error would have us
Mr. and Mrs. Vernet Grubbe of pupils presented a Christmas sketch
turned t\p her home in this city after avenud.
believe)
has
returned
home.
Allston.
Mass.,
have
been
visiting
after the manner of the 16th cen-!
a visit of\, several weeks in Swamp
Sidney Sprague, formerly of North friends and relatives in Camden.
Miss Evelyn Green of the Possetury, “The Christmas Guest." which
scott. MasSv the home of her brother.
Haven, and Miss Lena Post, formerly
Edward
Wadsworth
of
Bridgton
Nissen
Fell
x>l
of
Physical
Education.
Miss
Doris
Hyler
of
Warren
has
was enthusiastically received by the
George F GVant.
Boston is home for the holiday taken rooms for the winter, at the of Owl's Head, were married at the was in town Sunday, to attend the large audience. Miss Celia Brault
Lemond Le\ Blanc of Criehaven recess
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A First Baptist parsonage Christmas funeral of his aunt Mrs. C. D. Wads trained the angel voices and.was the
Maxey. Warren street.
who is hon.® flfom Leavitt Institute
accompanist.
Eve by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. worth.
Todav at the Comiquc Theatre the organ
Principal and Kirs. Joseph E.
Turner Center, 1'pent a few days in
"Tarcisius, or the Little Martyr of
They were attended by Mr. and Mrs. attraction is "Holiday" with Ann
Blaisdell
and
son
have
returned
Herbert
Curtis
who
has
been
con

the Blessed Sacrament" opened with
this city.last week. Mr. Le Blanc is
from Sidney where they spent the fined to his home on Pine street Edward Hayes, the latter bring a Harding; Wednesday and Thursday. a setting in the Catacombs, the
an honor student.
Bert
Wheeler
and
Robert
Woolsey
in
Christmas season with relatives.
with bronchitis has recovered suffi sister of the bride. The couple have
underground burial chambers of the
ciently to be about.
gone immediately to housekeeping at Half Shot at Sunrise; Friday. Mary early Christians where the faithful
Miss Etta Brown who spent Christ
SaturMr.
and
Mrs.
Carol
C.
Libby
of
80 Masonic street, where they will be Nolan in “Outside the Law;
mas at her home. Cedar street, has
attended mass. The tableau depict
Kalloch .Class will meet Wednes- glad to greet friends, and where they daV' "Men of the North,
returned to Augusta. M.as Brown is Ellsworth, spent the Christmas holi
ing the death of Tarcisius and his
days
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
day afternoon in the church parlors will be recipients of many congratu- Mrs- Emma Dickens will entertain eternal reward was very striking.
employed as filing clerk in the Pub
Libby.
for work. Go prepared to remain for iations and well wishes.
:
Friday Auction Club this week at Aime Beaudoin sang. “Holy Night."
lic Welfare Department.
the evening.
Mr Sprague is an engineer in the Iier home 011 Pearl street.
William Welch as the Christian
Mrs.
A.
B.
Higgs
and
daughter
Last
evening the Ladies' Auxiliary. with
employ of A. C. McLoon & Co., and'
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. McClure ai d
soldier and Cccile Tardiff. Angelina
Lucille
have
been
in
Boston
over
“
Patriarchs
Militant,
was
inspected
bv
Llewellyn Burns of East Friendship is also engaged to some extent in
daughter. Miss Louise McClure, and
Dagostino and Sylvia Hayes as
son Bertrand of Criehaven are oc Christmas as guests of Mrs. Higgs' was in this city yesterday on busi insurance work. Th»ri ide is a daugh _ Mhe association president, Virginia angels. The other members of the
mother.
Holbrook
of
Bangor.
,
ness.
ter of Mrs. Mary fist.
cupying their home on Cedar street
were Vincent Pellicani, WoodTonight there will be a crusade cast
during the holidays. Miss Rebecca
row Anderson. Fred La Cross. George
Mrs.
Joe
Hogan
i
Bernice
Whitney)
supper
at
Masonic
hall
at
6.30
and
Miss Doris Coltart has returned to
McClure who is epending Leavitt In
Edward Sullivan, Ed
PORT CLYDE
all members of Camden Com- Robichaud.
stitute has also tfc-en visiting in this nd son Charles Donald who have Gorham Normal School after spend
ward Hayes, William Welch, James
I
I
en
In
Thomaston
for
several
—
mandery.
are
requested
to
be
present.
ing the Christmas recess with her
city.
£_
The primary school closed Dec. 19 There will be work in the Order of Kayes, Charles Dorgan, Sanford
n nths left Saturday for St. Peters parents in this city.
Delano, Willis Anderson, Gordon
for
the vacation. A Christmas tree . the Temple.
burg,
Fla.,
to
join
Mr.
Hogan,
who
Mrs Nellie Ballard, teacher h
Thompson and Melzer Pietrosky. > \
was
greatly
enjoyed
by
the
children.
prt
ded
them
there
some
weeks
ago.
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Sanford
C.
BabRockland Commercial College, was
The Dorcas Club signalized its The following pupils have been
In the sketch “The Christmas
bidge
and
son
John
Lawrence
of
called to Ba>gor yesterday by the
regular meeting yesterday with a neither absent nor tary: Eleanor
Guest" were the following: Ione
Miss
Eliza
Patterson
of
Somerville.
Megunticook
street
arc
spending
th®
dinner at the Thorndike, the occa
serious illne/ of her mother.
Moss is the guest of her sister. Mrs. sion being complimentary to Mrs. Tracy, Gertrude Breen and Winston holidays with Mrs. Babbidge's Louraine, Robert Chisholm, Ritchie
Pease. Both the teacher and chil brother Police Detective John L. Linnell, Lolita Knight. Felice Perry,
Mr. am Mrs. Chester Hunt of Charli Schofield.
Kathleen S. Fuller preceding her de dren
express their sincere apprecia Sullivan of New York city. While Barbara Mijrray, Alfred Chapman
parture for Florida.
Pleasant street entertained at cards
tion for the piano which has been there, they also plan to attend the and Margaret Robbins. The final
Mrs.
R. Havener was hostess to
Friday night, having as guest of
annual Motor Boat Show on Jan. 18. offering of the entertainment was
honor Forrest A. Stowell, principal the T.H : Club last evening for sup
Ernest C. Davis is confined to his donated to the school.
Or. their return trip they w.U visit "The First Christmas," a cantata by
of th Junior High School in Mexico. per and action.
home
with
a
severe
cold.
Broadway
>
----friends and relatives in Boston and Mrs. Dor. Marquis in one act and two
WHO IS SHE?
Me. Mr. Stowell, who has been
scenes, the first being a hillside out
Will.am Butman, a student at Bur
vicinity.
spe'i ing his Christmas vacation with
Miss Mary Sylvester left yesterday
side Bethlehem on the night that
Mr. nd Mrs. Harold Whitehill, left dett's Business College spent Christ for Winchester. Mass., where she will Food Fair Committee En
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy Christ was born and the other por
mas with ms mother, Mrs. Ernest be the guest of Miss Elizabeth Liv
Satuday for Mexico.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with t.hn traying the Holy Family, the shep
Butman.
home news, at Hotaling’s agency, 308
ingstone for the remainder of the
deavoring To Locate Most West
herds, the children and the angels
40th St.
MI- Carl Fales, daughter Helen.
week, then returning to resume her
gathered about the crib with their
Capt. Frank L. Green and family studies at the University of Maine.
Popular Girl In County
Mrs Byron Thompson of Friendship.
gifts for the "infant wrapped ir
,nd Miss Barbara Fales of Cushing. spent Christm.; with relatives at
swaddling clothes.' In the latter
The
committee
in
charge
of
the
*’err guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Deer Isle.
Browne Club will meet Friday eve
scene Miss Helen Moulaison, as the
Pale yesterday.
ning with Mrs. Harold Glidden, food fair which is to be held at
Blessed Mother sang a lullaby and
A happy featu of Christmas day Knox street.
Spear hall, foot of Park street, the
Donald Coughlin was St. Joseph
Aioutstanding musical event of the for Mr. and M:; C. M. Thomas,
The members of the cast comprised
week of Jan. 19-24, is out to find out
win:r was the annual homecomers Spruce street, was le cable greeting
Miss Linda Huntley of Boston is
Robert McCarty. Donald Coughlin.
pro'am of the Rubinstein Club, pre- from their son. Lu. i n Thomas, who the guest of her parents. Capt. and who is really the most popular girl
Thomas Sweeney. Arnie Beaudoin
is
located
in
Rio
de
Janeiro.
in
Knox
County;
and
is
going
to
run
sen'd in the auditorium of the ConCLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Henry R. Huntley, Grace street.
John Moulaison. Israel Snow, John
greational Church Saturday after-1
a popularity contest in conjunction
La Cross, John Mazzco, Ethel Hayes
nJi under the direction of Miss' Mr. and Mrs Wi am Holbrook
Music
By
The meeting of Golden Rod with the fair. The contest is open
Felice Perry. Ione Louraine and
Mael F. Lamb. Given as a guest; and daughters Dorotl and Lucille
Josephine Pellicani.
Smalley’s Orchestra
ja there was a large audience pres- were guests at a family gathering Chapter Friday t ing, despite to any girl living in the county. It
The chorus included Mary Snow
whose applause was indicative I Christmas Day at the home of Mr. proximity to Christmas, had the will be a co-itest different from any
thing ever held in Rockland.
Barbara Murray, Barbara BoardAuspices
Village
Improvement
!
and
Mrs.
Ward
Grafton.
Thomaston.
usual
large
attendance
and
enthusi

the pleasure given by the per- i
man, Lucy Cassidy. Stella Young.
The food fair will be one of the
Association
asm. Supper was served under the old-fashioned type, with thousands
tiers. The program:
Lena and Carrie CucieneUo. Sylvia
Miss
Ervilla
Stoddard
ft
Satur

in and piano—Pastorale ^ GuJpiant
supervision of Mrs. Maitie Spaulding, of free samples every night. The
Hayes, Lolita Knight, Doris Gatti.
day
to
spend
the
weckei
1
as
the
Elsa
Constantine.
Mr:
Mrs.
Angelina Dagostino. Anna Pellicani
Robinson
guest of friends in EvereP Mass.. the hall being decorated with lighted booths will be occupied mainly by
tralto—The Snow Man
.... Pepper before returning to East; mpton. red candles on the tables.
Catherine Delano. Mary Sullivan,
Mrs. local merchants. There will be five
Mrs. Lucv Marsh Lowe
I.oretta Rogers. Marguerite pobbins
Mass., where she teaches in ’ll' High Lillian McRae and Mrs. Hester Chase acts of vaudeville each night and the
10—Wedding Dav at Troldhaueen
Helen Pietrosky, Virginia Dagostino
......................................................... Grieg School.
Jimenez Mexican Troubadours, an
had
charge
of
the
decorations.
Miss
Elizabeth
Hagar
Helen Winchenbach, Dorothy Welch,
imported troupe and musical revue,
: in -Llebslleb .............................. Krelsler
Cliff's
Collegians
furnished
snappy
will be among the attractions.
Lout < Moulaison, Frances Young,
Invitations have been issue, for a
♦
Orlentale ............................
Cut
Tan
and
Black
Catherine Chisholm, Teresa Mazzeo,
dancing party to be given in A itts music during the supper hour. In There will be dancing from 10 to
•
Miss Bertha Luce
4* no—Consolation, No. 6 ............
Liszt hall. Thomaston, Friday evcnii g by
Phyllis Murgita. Rose Athearn, Ce
spection of the chapter was by Mrs. 12 every night. Tuesday, Thursday
T
Miss Ruth Thomas
cilia Tardiff and Shirley Torrey.
irano—Ave Marla
Bach-Gounod i Miss Barbara Elliot and brothc. /1- Adelle Lombard of South Casco, and Saturday nights there will be
amateur contests open to all, with
T ~
Miss Vora Nye
Thayer! bert.
worthy grand matron, who when prizes.
Tzzo-soprano—My Laddie
PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON
f Know Where a Garden Grows^ ,
Bifd and Emery Tr<uescorted into the chapter room was On Saturday night the crowning j
New Park Street Establishment Pre
t.......
Miss Mary Bird
I left Sunday for Boston to re-en r presented with a colonial bouquet of Miss Knox County will be the spe- [
Jolin—Dudzrarz Mazurka
Wieniawski jfQrtheastgm University.
sided Over By Graduate Of "Fred
by Mrs. Gertrude Boody, worthy- eial feature. She will be presented ,
Improvisation (by request) .... Luce
ericks”
matron. Mrs. Lombard was highly with a silver loving cup and a rib
Miss Luce
'pprano—Homing
del Riego j
Dr. B. E. Flanders and mother pleased with the work expressing her bon inscribed “Miss Knox County.”
On Wings of Song . Mendelssohn Mrs_
Elizabeth Flanders, dined etlsfaction in brief remarks at the A portrait enlargement will be pre-!
Among the interesting establish
‘.lano-LentS1" .Consta
ne Cyril Scott • Christmas Day at Stahl s Tavern.
ments which have lately been added
enpletion of inspection, when she sented to her by the Pillsbury Studio, j
Caprice Viennois .......
Krelsler , Waldoboro.
to the business area in the so-called
was presented with a gift of gold by There is no limit to the number of'
Miss Nellie Snow
1
____
new Rockland is the Parisian BeautyMrs Boody, accompanied by an ap- girls entering the contest—the more j
lRn°?MsebCnera
M^lko^k!
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Bird left Sat- p.opriate poem. A happy surprise the merrier. So fill out the coupon '
Salon which has the cosiest kind of
^JETTIC
Miss Edna Gregory
| urday for their home in Fairfield, for Mrs. Boody was the gift of an below and mail it to the Food Fair
a home at 67 Park street in one of
tHOE^OBWOMyj
toprano—Jesu Bambino
,v‘etro Yon Conn., after being guests over Christ- Basbrn Star ring from the officers Committee, K. P. Moran, 45 Broad
the V. F. Studley buildings, nearly
, substituting foYS Helen Leach)
mas of Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird, and
opposite Austin Moody’s oil service
substitutes, the presentation street. Rockland. Girls may send in
station.
beinv. made by A. H. Newbert. Mrs. their own names or names of friends.
Miss Luce's second group was given Broadway.
At the head of this new enterprise
Bood: expressed her appreciation for As soon as your vote is received by ■
3 a substitution for Miss Helen
----is Miss Marie A. Laney of Camden,
"oulaison Accompanists for the Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach and the remembrance. Amopg the visit the committee, the representative'
whose qualification for this voca-'
“ternoon were Mrs. Faith G. Berry. Ronald Messer were guests at a ors were worthy grand patron. Her will call on the candidate and give [
tion is readily understood when it
Irs Nettie Averill, Miss Alcada Christmas party given by Mr. and bert Fes r and Mrs. Foster of Win her complete details of the contest.
becomes known that she is a gradu- I
'all and Miss Evelyn Rand of Whit Mrs. Carlton Simmons in Thomaston throp; ; i grand patron, Charles All coupons must be in by Jan. 19.;
AAAAA t; EEE -Size; * to Q
ate of “Fredericks." New York City. |
man, Mass. The next meeting will Friday evening. Mr. Leach carried Lord of C mden. Other visitors Here is the coupon:
Prior to opening her salon in Cam- ;
i were fron the Winthrop Chapter.
•? Friday afternoon, Jan. 2, when a off highest honors in bridge.
Listen to
den she was one of the most sue- j
; Naomi. It ’ -'easide, Grace, Harbor
'•ogram on Shakespearian themes
I wish to enter Miss
ENNA JETTICK
"W.A.H." is a familiar signature Light. Orieui .Marian. Marguerite
cessful demonstrators for "Freder-1
'.11 be presented, with Miss Alice
icks," and had also served as instruc
Melodies | Songbird
Vskine as chairman. These mem- to our readers because of the state and Forge n -hot. Degrees were
Every
Every
tor at the French Hairdressing Acad
Jers are scheduled to take part: wide interest in the Saturday scr- t conferred upon ..Irs. Clarence Shaw.
.......................... as a candidate
SUNDAY
TUESDAY
emy in Portland. With such quali
Overture, Mrs. Averill, Mr . Berry Aionettes which this paper carries Miss Blanc, i Small. Miss Helen
Evening
Evening
for Miss Knox County. Her adfications she comes to Rockland to
WJZ
'nd Mrs. Robinson; vocalists. Mrs. and which prove so popular. But ! Fuller and M William Kelley. Re
WEAF
engage in an art which has come to
‘/entworth, Mrs. Kathleen Marston not all know that the writer of this marks were made by Mrs. Lombard
and Associated Stations
be recognized, not merely as a luxury ,
fiss Faith Ulmer; readings. .Mrs attractive feature is to be the Educa- i Mr. Foster, Mr Lord and Mr. Newdress is
St.
but as an essential.
' uth Ellingwood and Mr". Ruth tional Club evening speaker next bert who is also , past grand patron,
Mail Orders Filled Promptly
The Parisian Beauty Salon's equip- I
//liittemore: piano, Miss Mary Was- Friday nor that this means William Mrs. Evelyn White and Mrs. Hazel
Rockland, Maine. Tel.
ment is in full keeping with the re
-air piano duet,
Henry VIII A. Holman of Portland, who comes j Atwood pleased with vocal duets,
quirements of such an institution,
lances " Miss Caroline Littlefield I ofa well known Rockland family; who The next meeting will be Friday,
Mail coupons to K. P. Moran,
permanent rc-waving and finger
aid Miss Lamb; vocal quartet. Mrs. has carved for himself recently a Jan. 9. with Mrs. Don Damon and
45 Broad St.. Rockland, Maine,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Virleen Nutt. Mrs. Edno Browne, j most successful business career in Mrs. Bernice Havener ,n charge of
waving being specialized.
Miss'
by Jan. 19, 1931.
» Edna French and Mr Maryon I **>>' State's metropolis; and who is a supper. Election ol officers will ocLaney is assisted by Miss Dorothy
knner
,very Interesting speaker.
j cupy the evening session.
Feeney, also an expert in the work. |
In addition to personal notes regarding ’
Miss Marion Brawn who spent
departures and arrivals, this department Christmas at her home in this city,
especially desires Information of social
,
Holvoke Mass ,
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes returned last weea to noiyuat. ai
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly where she is Director of Religious

Two Doors
South of
Newberry’s

Selling Out Stock Sale

Starts Tuesday, December 30, 9 A. M.

LADIES’ COATS - DRESSES - MILLINERY - SHOES

This is a Brand New Stock As We Are Not Over Four Months in Business. Prices That
Will Cause Real Live Fast Selling. Act Quick As This Stock Won’t Last Long.

Millinery now
Coats now
Dresses♦ now
Shoes now

DANCE

NEW YEAR EVE

77c, 1.37, 1.97, 2.77
6.77, 10.77, 15.77, 18.77
2.37, 2.97, 4.77, 7.77
1.97,2.47,2.77,3.77
ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
New Classes Beginning January 5
Day and Evening Sessions

Telephones: Residence 994, or School 990-M
156-153Chl59-161

WEDNESDAY
A Wife Dishonored!
A Husband Bankrupt!
A Home Broken!
For a Woman's
Extravagant Vanity!

Lloyd Hughes
June Collyer
IN

“Extravagance”
An
Ultra Smart Drama with a Gorgeous
Fashion Show
CARTOON

I. Vi i

COMEDY
NOVELTY

NEW YEAR DAY

Betty Compson

Now

1

IN

Playing

“She Got What She
Wanted”

"THE
PRINCESS

A Hilarious Comedy

AND THE

5 Acts Keith’s Vaudeville

PLUMBER"

Continuous 2 P. M. to 11 P. M.

with
CHARLES

One of the
PuhliK
Theatres

FARRELL

Home of

Paramount
Picturee

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

The Lover Who Puts

CHARLES The YOU in YOUTH!

OXFORDS FOR FALL

i

IN

Aiong Came Youth'
gg (2 (paramount (picture HI
—ALSO—

FABLfS

TRAVELOGUE

COMEDY

NOW PLAYING

• WILL

ROGERS
IN

' “ L1G H T N ! N

’6

McLain’s Shoe Store

Reserved Seats On Sale For Gala New Years Eve
Show at 1 1.45
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
SHOWS 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous New Years Day and Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
Holiday Prices Will Prevail New Years
Matinee: Orchestra. 35c; Balcony, 25c; Children, 10c
A
Paramount
Publix
Theatre

Home of
Param.unt
Pictures
Tel. 892

